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brigham young 5

s ideal society
the kingdom of god

j KEITH MELVILLE

sir thomas more published his utopia in 1516 it is one of
a series of imaginative portrayals beginning with plato s re-
public suggesting the desirability of and man s hope for an
ideal society more did not intend his utopia to exist in the
real world as a republic1republicrepublics1 he meant simply to present a satire
on the perversities of government and society 2 now the term
utopia describes a vast literature searching for a society in
which justice might become a reality in the interactions of
man

cicero and rousseau idealized the state of nature medieval
christians beginning with st augustine anticipated a divine
utopia in the future variously called the city of god the
kingdom of god or the kingdom of heaven marx though
critical of the utopian socialists concocted an atheistic utopia
in his scientific socialism regardless of the approach the
goal of these schemes had similar idealistic features

nineteenth century america was receptive to the utopian
ideas of europe the new england conscience with its calvin-
istic egoistic character was gradually transformed following
the napoleonic wars into a tender social conscience with
sweeping programs of reform 3 from abolitionist to transcen-
dentalistdentalist varied voices of social conscience contributed to the
store of utopian concepts in america

the new world became the laboratory in which the social
dreams of the old world were applied in numerous communicommini

dr melville is associate professor of political science at brigham young
university

itt is questionable if plato intended his republic to be a utopia even
though mcllwain contends that his was but an ideal laid up in heaven
the growth of political thought in the west new york the macmillan
co 1932 p 39

george catlin the story of the political philosophers new york mc
graw hill co 1939 P 543

see vernon L parrington main currents in american thought new
york harcourt brace and co 19193030 11II 339 ff
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tarian experiments 4 religious philanthropic and utopian
socialist promotions are evident in the shaker villages the
owenite communities and the fourierist phalanxes new har-
mony and brook farm two of the more popular experiments
bracketed chronologically the birth of mormonism at home in
this reformist milieu mormonism sketched its own schemes of
an ideal society

mormon social reform programs as progressive and daring
as they appear at first glance were tempered with moderation
the latter day saints joined neither the radical abolitionist
nor the proslaverypro slavery groups whenhen joseph smith advocated the
abolition of slavery in his presidential campaign of 1844 it
was to be accomplished by compensating the owners equitably
for their slaves the controversial marriage relationship of
polygamy which was officially sanctioned by the church be-
fore the manifesto of 1890 provoked a barrage of invectives
yet the principle and practice of this marital system was moral-
ly puritanical and did not embrace the radicalism of free love
or spiritual wifeism which some other groups espoused dur-
ing the same era most radical of the social programs was
smith s plan for prison reform which he outlined in the 1844
presidential platform predicated on the christian concept of
forgiveness the essence orof his proposal was rehabilitation in-
stead of punishment even though more generally accepted
today it was too idealistic for his age and was generally
laughed at by those who took notice

the economic facet of mormonism was designed to utilize
the collective economic potential for the benefit of the entire
society but the law of consecration and stewardship as the
first church sponsored economic system was called promoted
the group wellbeingwell being by emphasizing the individual responsi-
bility of stewardship which was considerably more moderate
than some of the christian communistic or secular communi-
tarian programs

the religious or theological face of mormonism was not
reformist it was restorative principles of an eternal gospel
could not be new nor could corrupted concepts be returned to
their pristine purity by reformation but truth could be re-

see arthur eugene bestor jr backwoods utopias philadelphia uni-
versity of pennsylvania press 1950
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established on earth by revelation this was the religious
claim of mormonism

very provocative were the political propositions which at
first glance appear revolutionary 5 the economic and social
aspects of mormonism were communitarian the religious and
political principles were to be universal the kingdom of god
in its broadest connotation was expected eventually to embrace
the world as a world kingdom wearing the vestments of a
sovereign state 6

daniel s interpretation of the dream of nebuchadnezzar
had church wide acceptance as prophecy concerning the king-
dom of god which would fill the whole earth and be a king-
dom which shall never be destroyed but it shall break to
pieces and consume all these kingdoms and it shall stand
forever 7 the second and seventh chapters of daniel were
coupled by parley P pratt with the revelation of john as the
text of a letter to queen victoria of england know assured-
ly he wrote that the world in which we live is on the eve
of a revolution both religiously and politicallypoliticallym tem-
porally and spiritually one on which the fate of all nations
is suspended and upon which the future destiny of all the
affairs of earth is made to depend 8 he warned the sove-
reign and people of england to repent and turn to the lord
As the elements of clay and iron will not mix neither will
there be unity of the independent kingdoms of the world he

klaus hansen the political kingdom of god as a cause for mormon
gentile conflict BYU studies 11II 241260241 260 suggests this position see also
james R clarkdarkoark the kingdom of god the council of fifty and the state of
deseret utah historical quarterly XXVI 1958 130148150148130150 148 which assesses
generally the influence of the council of fifty and the concept of the king-
dom in social educational and political developments in the pre statehood
period of utah

it should be noted that the concept kingdom of god carried several
meanings according to a statement of joseph smith it was as restricted as
a righteous man who has power and authority from god to administer in the
ordinances of the gospel and officiate in the priesthood of god there is the
kingdom of god joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints period 1I ed B H roberts and2nd ed 6 vols salt lake
city deseret news press 1946 ftff V 286 this history and a seventh
volume covering the apostolic interregnum are commonly known as the
documentary history of the church and hereafter will be cited as DHC of
course the most general usage of kingdom was loosely applied to the
church in a variety of its operations but prior to the death of joseph smith
the political implications of the kingdom of god were clearly understood by
the leadership of the church if not so clearly so by the rank and file

daniel 244
parley P pratt to her gracious majesty queen victoria manchester

P P pratt 1841 p 1 see also times and seasons III111 592
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concluded the kingdoms of this world shall become the
kingdoms of our god and his christ 9

verbs which bespeak violence were used freely to indicate
the triumphant establishment of the kingdom of god nevert-
heless the mormon church leaders wanted it clearly under-
stood that the kingdom would be established by the word and
not the sword we would here remark editorialized erastus
snow and benjamin winchester in the gospel reflector that
it is not our intention to be understood that this destruction is
to be accomplished by physical force of the people of god
but by the preaching of the gospel and the judgments and
power of god 10 joseph smith drew a contrast between the
kingdoms of the world and the kingdom of god when he
stated that each of the great states of the past was raised
to dignity amidst the clash of arms and the din of war
the designs of god on the other hand have been to promote
the universal good of the universal world to establish peace
and good will among men to promote the principles of eternal
truth to make the nations of the earth dwell in peace and
to bring about the millennial glory u

but this did not mean that the saints had to sit idly by
awaiting the second advent of the messiah to establish the
kingdom joseph smith organized a special council on
march 11 1844 which was usually called the general council
or the council of fifty 12 diary sources adequately support the
political significance of this council as the potential legislature
of the kingdom of god As the kingdom rolls forth to fill the
whole earth the necessary temporal organization should be in
readiness for the king jesus christ when he comes with the
kingdom of heaven and the two kingdoms are joined plenary
power would be exercised and the kingdom of god would as-
sume sovereignty over all the kingdoms of the world 13

the political significance of the organization of the coun-
cil of fifty was interestingly suggested in a letter dated may
3 1844 from brigham young to reuben hedlockbedlockHed lock who was
president of the european mission at the time the kingdom

ibid italics in original
reprinted in the times and seasons III111 612
ibid ill111liiiliiii 855

12DHC VI 260 61
see the doctrine and covenants of the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1947 section 65
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is organized and although as yet no bigger than a grain of
mustard seed the little plant is in a flourishing condition and
our prospects brighter than ever 14 brigham young discoursed
on these initial developments throughout his leadership of the
church in 1874 at lehi he told the congregation that a full
and complete organization of the kingdom of god had been
given by joseph the spring before he was killed 1 I shall not
tell you the names of the members of this kingdom he said
11neither shall I1 read to you its constitution but the constitu-
tion was given by revelation 15 earlier he told the saints that
joseph smith had laid the foundation of the kingdom of

god in the last days others will rear the superstructure 16 it
was to brigham young first as president of the quorum of
the twelve apostles and then as president of the church that
the primary responsibilities of rearing the superstructure
fell

TO ALL THE KINGS OF THE WORLD TO THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TO THE GOVERNORS OF THE SEVERAL STATES AND
TO THE RULERS AND PEOPLE OF ALL NATIONS be-
gan the momentous proclamation of the twelve apostles
of the church on april 6 1845 at a time when disintegration
of this religious organization seemed highly probable this
pamphlet boldly claimed that the kingdom of god has
come as has been predicted by ancient prophets and prayed
for in all ages even that kingdom which shall fill the whole
earth and shall stand forever 17

the proclamation earnestly announced that god had once
again established the high priesthood or apostleship which
holds the keys of the kingdom of god with power to ad-

minister inin all things pertaining to the ordinances organiza-
tion government and direction of the kingdom of god it
further claimed that christ s coming is near at hand and not

latter day saints millennial star XXIII 422 this letter was sent shortly
after the council of fifty was organized the reference the kingdom is
organized is pregnant with political not religious meaning

brigham young et al journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D
richards et al 185418841854 1884 XVII august 9 1874 157 hereafter cited
JD date in parentheses indicates the date when the discourse was delivered

JD IX august 31 1882 364
proclamation of the twelve apostles of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints liverpool wilford woodruff 1845 p 1
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many years hence the nations and their kings shall see him
coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory 11818

even though it was announced that the kingdom of god
had come the apostles recognized that it was at that moment
only an embryonic kingdom the people were commanded to
repent and become members and citizens of the kingdom de-
voting their spiritual and temporal resources to its develop-
ment warning the people of the world that a position of
neutrality could not be taken for the people would be either
for or against the kingdom the proclamation invited them to
aid in the greatest of all revolutions 19

two centers of empire would be developed during the
period of preparation before the advent of christ at the be-
ginning of the millennial period one at jerusalem and one at
zion in the americas it was predicted that the nations would
oppose the rise of jerusalem armies would go against her
and she would be defended by the lord himself a jewish
victory would result jerusalem then becomes the seat of
empire and the great centre and capital of the old world 20

zion at the same time would be undergoing the predicted
transformation into the 11 seat of government for the whole
continent of north and south america 21 utopian hopes
of brotherhood freedom unity and peace were predicted by
the proclamation when the lord would be the king and
sovereign over both seats of government and wars shall cease
and peace prevail for a thousand years 22122

this significant tract was printed with the intent of
achieving worldwideworld wide circulation the highest officials com-
manding respected positions inin all walks of life were not to
be avoided in the distribution of the announcement even
though the church was harrassedharrasserharrassed by outside pressures of hatred
and mob violence and serious internal dissension in the minds
of the non mormonscormons this bold announcement must have ap-
peared to many as a piece of political lunacy to the mor
mons however the proclamation was an inspiring force per
secutions by mobs the hardships of the exodus to the west
privations in a desert wilderness and even the prospect of

18ibidiozapjozap p 2z
ibidibtdpp 5

bibid2ibididiidlibidpIbidpp 7
idi21IbidibidpIbidpP 9
22ibidikiIbiibidpdpp 1100
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death lost their sting inin the anticipation of the kingdom of
god

the kingdom of god as an ideal to be attained inin the
future was fully used by brigham young he asserted that it
required work to usher in the kingdom inin its fulnessfalnessfulness indi-
vidual righteousness social unity and brotherhood and most
importantly in the barren western country economic industry
constituted building the kingdom after the initial problems
of survival in the great basin had been surmounted the devel-
opment of a self sufficient community was demanded coopera-
tive merchandising was subsequently added and finally a
communitarian life was held to be necessary before the king-
dom of god could be realized more than spiritual unity was
expected the saints were constantly exhorted to identify them-
selves totally with the church and kingdom all individual
activities were to be socially valuable self aggrandizement was
to be sacrificed

what was the origin and nature of the kingdom of god
in the mind of brigham young which carried with it such im-
pelling force for himself and his people actually many of
his statements about the kingdom were obscure and incom-
plete as he did not intend to develop a systematic political
philosophy build up the kingdom was a frequent exhorta-
tion lacking further explication in the most common usage
the term applied to the church the mormon leader admitted
this but criticized this characterization of the kingdom of
god and demanded of himself at times more explicit defini-
tions the church however could not be left out of the
kingdom as it was an integral part of the all encompassing
society

but president young was impatient with the common be-
liefs of christendom concerning the kingdom he said you
know the old theory is that the kingdom of god and all per-
taining to it is spiritual and not temporal that is the tradi-
tional notion of our brother christians 23 in a matter of fact
manner he continued it is nonsense to talk about building
up any kingdom except by labor it requires the labor of every
part of our organization whether it be mental physical or
spiritual and that is the only way to build up the kingdom of

JIJD 111IIIlii october 8 1955 122
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god 24 reinterpreting the saying of christ my kingdom is
not of this world brigham young explained that this did not
necessarily mean a spiritual kingdom but rather the kingdoms
of the world are born in war and carnage exist on fraud and
corruption are filled with wickedness christ s kingdom is to
be just the opposite had the jews accepted christ as their
king thought brigham young christianity would have been
more than a code of morals the belief that the kingdoms of
this world shall become the kingdoms of god and his christ
would have become a reality 2515

with the conviction that christ was unable to establish the
kingdom of god in its fulguinessness because of his rejection by
the jews brigham young considered it his responsibility as
the president of the church to urge exhort and lead the
saints in those activities which would bring abouttheabout the kingdom
in its omnipotence in addition the proselyting activities of
the mormon missionaries were to gather the honest and up-
right people from all parts of the world to gather at zion
except for the jews who were to return to jerusalem and at
some future date the church would undergo a metamorphosis
and a world state emerge it is obvious that the church was
expected to be the nucleus of the kingdom as young said
the kingdom of god will grow out of this church 26

but he wanted it clearly understood that there was a significant
distinction between the church and the kingdom as suggested
in the following

As was observed by brother pratt that kingdom is
actually organized and the inhabitants of the earth do not
know it all right it isis organized preparatory to taking effect
in the due time of the lord and inin the manner that shall
please him As observed by one of the speakers this morning
that kingdom grows out of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints but it isis not the church for a man may
be a legislator inin that body which will issue laws to sustain
the inhabitants of the earth inin their individual rights and
still not belong to the church of jesus christ at all 2721

young also distinguished between the kingdom of god
and all other kingdoms on the basis of their origin and nature

ibid
JD IX july 13 1962 310
JD V october 7 1857 330
JD II11il july 8 1855 310 see also XVII august 9 1874 156
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the kingdom would be established with divine sanction and
not emphasize coercion and violence as basic aspects of its
nature the political entities of man conversely come to power
by war and force as developed in the following

when christ was arraigned before pilate to be tried
for his life he said to pilate my kingdom is not of this
world if my kingdom were of this world then would my
servants fight that I1 should not be delivered to the jews
but now is my kingdom not from hence connect this saying
with blessed are the peacemakerspeacemakers for they shall be called
the children of god and we can understandhowunderstand how the king-
dom of christ is not of this world because it is established in
peace unlike all worldly kingdoms which are established in
war the motto of his kingdom isis peace on earth and good
will towards men and hence not after the order of worldly
kingdoms 28

it isis true that expressions which suggest violence and con-
quest were used freely in young s discourses about the estab-
lishmentlishment of the kingdom of god such as god will revolu-
tionize the earth the wicked will be destroyed nations
will be broken to pieces all will be brought into subjection
we shall gain the victory and our warfare very soon will

come to a close he indeed believed there would be war and
carnage during the growth and development of the kingdom
but christ and the saints would not initiate it the sinner will
slay the sinner the wicked will fall upon the wicked until
there is an utter overthrow and consumption upon the face of
the whole earth until god reigns whose right it is 29 christ
and the jews would defensively take up the sword at jeru-
salem but the worldwideworld wide revolution would be brought about
by conversion not conquest

the kingdom of god inin the latter days must triumph
upon the earth subdue every species of sin and destroy
every source of sorrow to which downtroddendown trodden humanity has
been subject the work of making the kingdoms of the world
the kingdom of god and his christ has commenced

the world will be revolutionized by the preachingpreach ing of
the gospel and the power of the priesthood and this work
we are called to do in its progress every foolish and un-
profitable custom every unjust and oppressive law and what-
ever else that is oppressive to man and that would impede his

JD IX july 13 1862 309 310

JD II11 february 18185518 1855 190
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onward progress to the perfection of the holy ones inin eter-
nity will be removed until ever lasting righteousness pre-
vails over the whole earth 30

brigham young was conscious that the kingdom of god
must include a sovereign subjects territory government and
laws 331 acknowledging the possibility of different types of
government he said kingdoms are organized to suit the con-
ditions of the people whether the government is that of the
people in the hands of a few individuals or centered in one 32

the kingdom of god however would be the ideal government
for all of the people who would be on earth at the time of
christ s millennial appearance it is a perfect system of gov-
ernment a kingdom of gods and angels and all beings who
will submit themselves to that government in heaven or upon
the earth 33

the kikingdom thought president young would be similar
to the united states in organization and operation he said
that few if any understand what a theocratic government is

in every sense of the word it is a republican government
and differs but little in form from our national state and
territorial governments but its subjects will recognize the
will and dictation of the almighty 1334 the incompatibility of
the kingdom if sovereignty is to be held by christ and a
republican or democratic government did not seem to trouble
brigham young christ would be the lawgiver yet the council
of fifty would have legislative power the explanation to this
obvious contradiction lies in understanding young s concept
of theocracy more fully

transferring church government procedure to the king-
dom young envisaged a system of government which would
require the consent of the governed the voice of the church
as it functions in church affairs for the acceptance of officers
and doctrines would be carried over to play a similar role
politically in the kingdom apparently the consent of the

10jdJD IX july 13 1862 309

JD XIII january 2 1870 91 XV october 9 1872 160

JD XV october 9 1872 161

JD VII may 22 1859 142

jidJD VI july 31 1859 342 young made this comparison the con-
stitutionstitution and laws of the united states resemble a theocracy more closely than
any government now on the earth or that ever has been so far as we know
except the government of the children of israel to the time when they elected
a king
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creature the mormon leader said must be obtained before
the creator can rule perfectly 35 young s concept of theocracy
portrays the kingdom more as a republic christ more as a
president than a king this unique concept was not clarified
in president young s many discourses on the kingdom

the legislature of the kingdom was considered to be a
policy determining body during the theocratic period of the
church following the death of joseph smith the council of
fifty served in a legislative capacity illustrative of the business
of the council is the following extract from brigham young s

history

tuesday september 9 1845 forenoon unwell two
pm general council met resolved that a company of 1500
men be selected to go to great salt lake valley and that a
committee of five be appointed to gather information relative
to emigration and report the same to the council 36

other entries indicate that the council was involved in setting
the policy for governing the city of nauvoo planning the
exodus and general policy formulation for the saints until
civil government was established in the great salt lake area

territorial government replaced the de facto state of
deseret when congress passed the acts known as the com-
promise of 1850 it was not long however until the desire
for statehood was rekindled when friction resulted with the
first federally appointed territorial officials the unsuccessful
bid for statehood in 1856 was followed by another constitu-
tional convention and petition for statehood in 1862 elections
were held on march 53 for officers of the new state of deser-
et brigham young was unanimously elected governor for
a decade the governor held great hopes for the star of
deseret to shine brightly in the union s firmament but the

ideal of the kingdom was even brighter

this body of men will give laws to the nations of the
earth we meet here in our second annual legislature and
I1 do not care whether you pass any laws this session or not
but I1 do not wish you to lose one inch of ground that you
have gained in your organization but hold fast to it for this
isis the kingdom of god and we are the friends of god and
you will find that much will grow out of this organization

JD XV august 18 1872 134
DHC3dhc VIIvil 439 see also nidibidaid VIIvil 379
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we are called the state legislature but when the time
comes we shall be called the kingdom of god our govern-
ment isis going to pieces and it will be like water that isis spilt
upon the ground that cannot be gathered for the time
will come when we will give laws to the nations of the
earth joseph smith organized this government before in
nauvoo and he said if we do our duty we should prevail
over all our enemies we should get all things ready and
when the time comes we shall let the water on to the wheel
and start the machine inin motion 37

it was expected that complete harmony would exist between
the executive and legislative departments in the government
considering the composition of the legislature as being pri-
marily chosen from the leadership of the church this might
be expected in 1857 brigham young explained that the legis-
lators of the kingdom of god were among the latter day
saints the legislators would see the wisdom of christ in his
ruling capacity and the laws of that kingdom will be made
in accordance with the revelations from jesus christ 38

A suggestion of group rather than geographical representa-
tion in the legislature of the kingdom is evident in young s

political thought not only did he believe that there would be
different religious groups on earth during the millennium
but these groups would also be represented in the kingdom s

legilegislatureslatum

A man may be a legislator in that body which will
issue laws to sustain the inhabitants of the earth in their
individual rights and still not belong to the church of
jesus christ at all

and further though a man may not even believe in any
religion it would be perfectly right when necessary to give
him the privilege of holding a seat among that body which
will make laws to govern all the nations of the earth and
control those who make no profession of religion to all for
that body would be governed controlled and dictated to

journal history of the church Ms january 19 1862 it is interesting
to note that the disunion forces of the civil war did not prompt the mormonscormons
to attempt the establishment of the kingdom of god as a separate political
entity even though brigham young spoke about the imminent destruction of
the united states the saints looked to the constitution of the united states
as the proper source of their own political authority young s discourses on
the kingdom make it quite clear that he felt that it would be a transition of
minor consequence from the governmental system under the constitution to the
kingdom of god

JIJD V october 7 1852 330
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acknowledge others in those rights which they wish to enjoy
themselves 39

the sermons of brigham young idealized the kingdom
of god as a society where special interests would disappear
political quarrels would cease and a near celestial harmony
prevail even so he said 1 I most assuredly expect that the
time will come when every tongue shall confess and every
knee shall bow to the savior though the people may believe
what they will with regard to religion 40 all would acknowl-
edge jesus as the christ but many would nevertheless refuse to
embrace the gospel indeed he conjectured that their feelings
may be couched in these words 1

I will be damned if I1 will
serve you 41 young said that seeing the lord did not make
you a saint and that it would be some time apparently after
the establishment of the kingdom before all humanity would
be one with christ regardless of this lack of complete
unity in his mind the ideal still remained valid

the kingdom would not be self administering however
there would be the necessity of having a perfected organiza-
tion to administer the laws when the government of god
is in force upon the earth young announced there will be
many officers and branches to that government as there are
now to that of the united states there will be such helps
governments etc as the people require in their several capaci-
ties and circumstances for the lord will not administer every-
where in person 42 the organs of enforcement both executive
and judicial would also be necessary the kingdom would not
be born in conquest but initially coercion would be necessary
sheriffs marshals constables magistrates jurors and judges
would be needed during the initial period of the kingdom as
not all people would be in the lord and all walk in his way
when this full unity with the mind and will of the lord ar-
rives then mankind would be governed by the word of the
lord not the sword but the kingdom of heaven when or-
ganized upon the earth will have every officer law and ordi-
nance necessary for the managing of those who are unruly or
who transgress its laws and to govern those who desire to do

JD 11II july 8 1855 310

JD II11 february 18 1855 189
JIDJD II11 july 8 1855 316
JD VI july 31 1859 346
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right but cannot quite walk to the line and all these powers
and authorities are in existence in the midst of this people
young explained 43

brigham young happily believed however that the officers
of the kingdom would perform their duties justly he said
every man that officiates in a public capacity will be filled

with the spirit of god with the light of god with the power
of god and will understand right from wrong truth from
error light from darkness 44 just administration of
righteous laws which were to be based on the revelations of
jesus christ would result in the universal justice to be found
only in the kingdom of god young summarized his great
hope as follows if you and I1 could live in the flesh until
that kingdom is fully established and actually spread about
to rule in a temporal point of view we should find that it
will sustain and uphold every individual in what they deem
their individual rights so far as they do not infringe upon the

of fellow 14514114451rights their creatures

the government of the united states served as brigham
young s conceptual framework for the structure of the king-
dom in organization and division of power it was conceived to
be a federal world state all of the nations of the world would
be incorporated the kings and potentates of the nations will
come up to zion to inquire after the ways of the lord and to
seek out the great knowledge wisdom and understanding
manifested through the saints of the most high 46 christ will
rule over all nations as the kingdom of god will be extended
over all the earth 11447 brigham young continued suppose
the kingdom of god is compared to the american eagle
when it spreads over the nations what will it do will it
destroy every other bird that now flies or that will fly no but
they will exist the same as they do now 48

and it shall come to pass in the last days that the mountain
of the lord s house shall be established in the top of the
mountains and all nations shall flow unto it 49

JD XV october 9 1872 161

JD VI july 31 1859 345
45JD 11II july 8 1855 309
46ibid p 316
JD VI july 31 1859 345

48jdJD 11II july 8 1855 315 16
isaiah91saiah 22
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and it shall come to pass inin that day that the lord shall
set his hand again the second time to recover the remnant of
his people and he shall set up an ensign for the nations
and shall assemble the outcasts of israel and gather to-
gether the dispersed of judah from the four corners of the
earth 50

all ye inhabitants of the world and dwellers on the earth
see ye when he liftethlisteth up an ensign on the mountains and
when he blowethfloweth a trumpet hear ye 51

these prophecies of isaiah are representative of brigham
young s own views as he visualized the kingdom of god
with a mighty ensign or I1 standard unfurled in the breeze and
beckoning an invitation for the nations of the world to come
up to zion 52 on this standard would be a flag of all the
nations of the world brigham young s attachment to his
native country however could not be suppressed even in the
prospect of this glorious vision of a world kingdom he said

when the day comes inin which the kingdom of god
will bear rule the flag of the united states will proudly
flutter unsullied on the flag staff of liberty and equal rights
without a spot to sully its fair surface the glorious flag our
fathers have bequeathed to us will then be unfurled to the
breeze by those who have power to hoist aloft and defend
its sanctity 53

transcending the scope of a sovereign world state even
the kingdom of god which young envisaged would be a per-
fect society the instruments of coercion which are identified
with the state are to be gradually reduced and ultimately
eliminated this utopian civilization would become a reality
thought brigham young

when the lord shall judge among the nations and shall
rebuke many people and they shall beat their swords into
ploughsharesplough shares and their spears into pruning hooks when
nation shall not lift up sword against nation neither learn
war any more when the world is inin a state of true civiliza-
tion man will have ceased to contend against his fellow man
either as individuals parties communities sects or nations

isaiah 1111 12

isaiah 183
12see B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints century 1I 6 vols salt lake city deseret news
press 1930 III111 276

JIJD II11 july 8 1855 317
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this state of civilization will be brought by the holy priest-
hood of the son of god and men with full purpose of heart
will seek unto him who isis pure and holy even our great
creator our father and god and he will give them a law
that is pure a government and plan of society possessed by
holy beings in heaven then there will be no more war no
more bloodshed no more evil speaking and evil doing but
all will be contented to follow in the path of truth which
alone is calculated to exalt and dignify the whole man men-
tally and physically in all his operations labours and pur-
poses 54

impatient with systematic theory the mormon prelate did
not develop a precise treatise on the kingdom of god A
thorough search of his discourses and writings on the subject
leaves many gaps unclosed governmental organization opera-
tion and powers are hinted at not developed because of
young s incomplete or incompatible political concepts some
might suggest a political naivete or conversely a realistic
comprehension of the potential of the notion of the kingdom
as a motivating force to achieve succeeding objectives of sur-
vival expansion and eventually a bountiful life for the saints
in the aridandarld west these conclusions though partially valid are
inadequate the kingdom of god as idealistic and utopian as
it was in many of its aspects was more than an unattainable
ideal laid up in heaven to the mormon leader faith in the
kingdom prompted brigham young and many of his followers
to labor industriously and sincerely in transforming utopia into
reality

JD VIII march 4 1860 7



crabbe Chaclutterbuckterbuck and co
MARION B BRADY

the criticism of george crabbe is informed generally by
the assumption that his poems lack a history that they show
no growth or development in ideas or techniques but strange-
ly enough the critics who take this position grant crabbe im-
portance in spite of his faults and limitations they praise
him as a great storyteller they write with sensitivity and dis-
cernmentcernment about the significance of his themes but unfortun-
ately they say comparatively little about his techniques about
the way in which he communicates his values

but many of crabbe s poems reveal a conscious artist who
deliberately used certain techniques to develop and sustain his
effects no doubt much of the negative criticism is valid
crabbe wrote too much and with too little care many of his
narratives are uneven and often poorly sustained but he also
wrote many fine and memorable poems that maintain a con-
sistent level of achievement although crabbe s awareness of
the importance of technique can be illustrated by an examina-
tion of most of the mature tales beginning with tales in verse
it is my purpose in this paper to show how crabbe uses tone
to contribute meaning to the elder brother s tale in tales
of the hall I1 shall attempt to come to grips with the following
problem does crabbe use tone in such a way as to produce
the effects he intended that isis does he consciously move
from a deliberately heightened romantic tone to a deliberately
lowered prosaic tone or does he unknowingly fall from an
extravagantly romantic tone to a ludicrously flat tone in other
words does he consciously create varying tones that reveal his
meaning in the elder brother s tale or does he uncon-
sciouslysciously create shifting tones that obscure his meaning

the story of the elder brother is part of a group of
stories framed by the following outline two half brothers
who have remained strangers to each other since the days of
their youth meet shortly after both men have returned to their
native village george the elder of the two has recently retired
after a long and successful career now wealthy he returns

mr brady is associate professor of english at new mexico state university
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to the village of his boyhood and buys the hall the most
imposing structure in the village he is pleased to possess the
old place for he has a great and sentimental fondness for the
past therefore he regrets that the ancient walls and the
11 stately avenue of elms have been sacrificed to progress in
politics he is a strong conservative who reproves the intoler-
ance of

those who believe they never can be free
except when fighting for their liberty
who by their very clamour and complaint
invite coercion or enforce restraint

george also understands the value of compromise if man is to
insure the stability of his public liberties he must learn how to
forego some of their advantages and all of their excesses he
must acknowledge an authority which limits his rights

the public good must be a private care
none all they would have but all a share
so we must freedom with restraint enjoy
what crowds posses they will uncheckdunchecked destroy

george is moderate in opinions and seems contented but from
resignation rather than optimism in fact the subdued tone
of the opening section seemingly helps to define george s
chastenedchasteneychastened and subdued character his half brother richard
some fifteen years younger is the son of an irish soldier
the second husband of george s mother richard has spent
most of his adult life in the service of his country a service
that has left him poor and barely able to support his wife and
children he is too proud to solicit aid from his older brother
he hopes that his brother will take the initiative friends tell
him that the owner of binning hall loves him well and will
be rejoiced to see him when he has no better thing in view
finally they meet and the intense emotion of their meeting
changes gradually into a profound and lasting attachment
they find their mutual companionship very pleasant and each
day they relate some of their respective adventures and experi-
ences to each other

george begins by telling his experience as a lover an ex-
perienceperience with a tragic conclusion

what if I1 tell thee of a waste of time
that on my spirit presses as a crime
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wrote verses it may be and for one dear maid
the sober purposes of life delay d
from year to year the fruitless chase pursued

at the age of twenty the elder brother managed to escape
from the authority of his stepfather and went to live with a
clergyman to whom his uncle his official guardian had en-
trusted his education As george begins his story the sub-
dued and sincere tone of the introductory section of the tale
is succeeded by a ahighlyhighly mmocking and ironic tone a tone that
changes and varies throughout the poem for crabbe s method
is to add meaning and concentration to george s story by con-
stantly modifying the tone and by changing the perspective
from which the story is told george s topic as he tells his
brother is the account of a madness a flight a disease
in his youth he dreamed as youth has rarely dreamed

1 I built me castles wondrous rich and rare
few castle builders could with me compare
the hall the palace rose at my command
and these I1 filid with objects great and grand
virtues sublime that nowhere else would live
glory and pomp that I1 alone could give
trophies and thrones by matchless valour gain d
faith unreprov d and chastity unstain d
with all that soothes the sense and charms the soul
came at my call and were in my control

there is something more than a little self consciousness in
his voice as he remembers his early naivete his absolute and
unthinking romanticism nevertheless the elder brother goes
on deliberately to emphasize and underline the moonshine
in this picture of his power to build castles by comparing it
with the picture of himself as a boy

and who was I1 a slender youth and tall
in manner awkward and with fortune small
with visage pale my motions quick and slow
that fall and rising in the spirits show
for none could more by outward signs express
what wise men lock within the mind s recess
had I1 within the mirror truth beheld
I1 should have such presuming thought repelrepeirepelldrepelidrepelinrepelidld
but awkward as I1 was without the grace
that gives new beauty to a form or face
still I1 expected friends most true to prove
and grateful tender warm assiduous love
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the two quotations represent a radical contrast a juxta-
position of opposites here and throughout the poem crabbe
uses such contrasts as one of his basic organizing principles
the contrast between the awkward boy and his heroic dreams
is succeeded by a contrast between the romantic boy and his
realistic uncle and both contrasts are succeeded finally by a
contrast between the beautiful and virtuous rosabella of
george s fancy and the sluttish rosabella of actuality thus
the contrasts develop the varying tones of the poem and the
varying tones help to reveal the poem s meaning As we have
noted this first contrast this first juxtaposition of opposites

is light and fanciful and the tone it develops is one of self
mockery george continues his account of his early romanticism
by describing an isolated corner of binning park which served
as the setting for all his passionate meditations

to dream these dreams I1 chose a woody scene
my guardian shade the world and me between
A green inclosure where beside its bound
A thorny fence beset its beauties round
and thus with knights and nymphs in hall and bowers
in war and love I1 pass d unnumbernumberuncumberun d hours

in this romantic setting he confidently expects to find a
kindred heart a heart as constant and as kind as his own

and he expects to find a love who is a beauty one of earth
of higher rank or nobler in her birth he sees one evening
in june his lady of the leaf

one matchless face I1 saw
slender she was and tall her fairy feet
bore her right onward to my shady seat
thus as I1 was musing Is this maid divine
As she appears to be this queen of mine

but with the arrival of his fancy s gracious queen the
tone of the poem changes from the lightly mocking irony we
have already seen to a devastating mock heroic account of a
hero saving his heroine from disaster

it soon appear d that while this nymph divine
moved on there met her rude uncivil kine
who knew her not the damsel was not there
who kept them all obedient inin her care
strangers they thus defied and held in scorn
and stood in threat ning posture hoof and horn
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while susan pail in hand could stand the while
and prate with daniel at a distant stile

look to me loveliest of thy sex and give
one cheering glance and not a cow shall live
for lo10 this iron bar this strenuous arm
and those dear eyes to aid me as a charm

say goddess say on man or cow
meanest thou now to perch on neither now
for as I1 ponder d on their way appear d
the amazonian milker of the herd
these at the wonted signals made a stand
and woo d the nymph of the relieving hand
nor heeded now the man who felt relief
of other kind and not unmix d with grief
for now he neither should his courage prove
nor in his dying moments boast his love

there is something heartbreaking as well as ridiculous in
this account of george s first meeting with rosabella his later
ability to see the early experience as a sardonic joke does not
disguise his continuing involvement in what must have been a
tragedy for the young man for he lost the young queen
almost as soon as he found her lifelifligee has not been easy for
the elder brother for life is not easy to live in crabbe s world
even with the understanding that comes to a mature man the
lifelong attrition of little tragedies which the mature george
realized and understood is not too difdlfdifferentferent in its final effect
from the high tragedy which the youthful george experienced

but there can be little doubt about the tone of the battle
and the perspective of the viewer and there can be little doubt
about crabbe s deliberate intention to create that tone the
diction the irony the mock heroic form of george s highly
exaggerated and highly romantic account of the birth of love

and of a lady s rescue from the dragons of the meadow
deepen the narrator s self mockery only an author or a nar-
rator striving consciously for a sardonic and comic effect
would discuss a trivial encounter with kine in a meadow as
if it were an event of cosmic importance in this scene crabbe
continues the coincidence of opposites which began with the
comparison of the castle builder of dreams and the awkward
youth of actuality for the kine are cowed not by this iron
bar this strenuous arm but by the relieving hand of the
milkmaid and crabbe shows victory deserting first the
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youth and then the kine the absolute ludicrousness of the
scene and of george s romanticism is defined by the epic
epithet which describes the milkmaid the nymph of the re-
lieving hand the nymph who brought relief to both of the
warring factions the beau as well as the belles but the
counterpoint of sincere feeling remains apparent behind the
mockery the elder brother feels even when he is sixty years
of age the attraction that made him a bounded slave to
rosabella willing to give her time duty credit honour
comfort

george was rewarded for his courage by a gracious smile
and he fancied himself loved by his lady then she disappeared
from the scene no more the mansion held a form so fair
but george was determined to find her and ultimately to
marry her even if he had to search throughout the world inin
order to see her once again and 1I at last shall wed this fair-
est of the fair

he went to work for his thrifty uncle and learned some-
thing of the principles and language of the business world
however he continued his search for rosabella he rode end-
lessly over the hills of romance and the roads of europe inin
search of his fair lady once again crabbe utilizes the pattern
of contrasts which he began with the comparison of the boy
and his dreams in the usual coincidence of opposites the ro-
mantic young man isis always accompanied by a grim realism
in the form of his uncle

my thrifty uncle now returnrecummecum d began
to stir within me what remained of man
my powerful frenzy painted to the life
and askdasad me if I1 took a dream to wife

but as the youth grows older he changes his romanticism is
seemingly mellowed crabbe indicates his change by a change
in the tone of the story the mood changes from the roman-
tically heightened yet ironic tone of the meeting in the
meadow into a mood a tone that reflects the marketplace
the diction that reflected the exaggerated posturings of an
overly romantic boy is succeeded by the businesslike shorthand
of the ledger book I1 believe that crabbe uses this change in
tone to prepare the reader for george s next meeting with
rosabella george must be prepared to evaluate his ideal he
needs the language of the marketplace for such an evaluation
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the language of matter of fact rationality must succeed the
language of lightheartedlight hearted romanticism his uncle is his teacher

he his own books approved and thought the pen
A useful instrument for trading men
but judged a quill was never to be slit
except to make it for a merchant fit
he when inform d how men of taste could write
lookdlooka on his ledger with supreme delight
then would he laugh and with insulting joy
tell me aloud that s poetry my boy
these are your golden numbers them repeat
the more you have the more you 11ll find them sweet
their numbers move all hearts no matter for their feet
sir when a man composes inin this style
what is to him a critccrisc s frown or smile

the rhythm as well as the diction reflects crabbe s pur-
pose inin this section of the poem the rhythm is as neat and
mechanical as economical as the entries in a ledger the
precise structure the syntactical balance the control all mirror
the mercantile qualities of exactness and order which the
uncle tries to impose upon george in a magnificent literary
description crabbe reveals the uncle s love of numbers his
preference for some books over others some realms of gold
over others in fact the love of the uncle for his ledgers
seems to be a parody of george s love for rosabella for
crabbe shows how the same language can be used for both
subjects the golden language of poetry is easily adapted to
either subject therefore crabbe implies much more than a
mere similarity between the words in the two scenes perhaps
the seeming versatility of the language is in reality only a re-
flection of the one identical character of the two subjects
perhaps rosabella s character should be defined in the terms
so loved by george s uncle in any event george is completely
identified with his new materialistic background before his
second meeting with rosabella significantly enough the sec-
ond meeting itself is part of a business transaction

something one day occurrmccurr d about a bill
that was not drawn with true mercantile skill
and I1 was askdasad and authorizedauthorised to go
to seek the firm of clutterbuck and co

but the office is closed and george is sent to a country house
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where the merchant spends his leisure time george finds his
lost lady in the merchant s hideaway

the lines featuring clutterbuck and co are favorites of
crabbe s parodists and are frequently quoted as evidence of
crabbe s flat and monotonous style but the quotation and
especially the prosaic tone of the quotation is very appropriate
to crabbe s subject for this scene is similar in many ways to
george s first meeting with rosabella but this time a menial
task is defined in menial terms the reader gets a ledger book
account of george s meeting with rosabella a proper account
of the meeting between a romantic boy and the materialistic
soul of his beloved george is finally forced to see the un-
romantic truth about rosabella he sees her according to her
1 real worth and not according to his romantic fancy a worth
made obvious by the very real background therefore the dic-
tion and the tone it creates is one with the materialistic objects
described the language is made one with the articles them-
selves with the room the building the furniture the mate-
rial objects are also made one with the materialistic the now
slatternly rosabella

his room I1 saw and must acknowledge there
were not the signs of cleanliness or care

the shutters half unclosed the curtains fell
half down and rested on the windowsillwindow sill
and thus confusedly made the room half visible

there were strange sights and scents about the room
of food high season d and of strong perfumes

two unmatched sofas ample rents displayed
carpets and curtains are alike decay d

and then rosabella who is the merchant s paramour
enters the room she is the mistress of this place the per-
sonification of its spirit

but isis it she 0 yes the rose isis dead
all beauty fragrance freshness glory fled
but yet tis she the same and not the same
who to my bower a heavenly being came
who waked my soul s first thought of real bliss
whom long I1 sought and now I1 find her this
I1 cannot paint her something I1 had seen
so pale and slim and tawdry and unclean
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with haggard looks of vice and woe the prey
laughing in languor miserably gay
her face where face appear d was amply spread
by art s coarse pencil with ill chosen red
the flower s fictitious bloom the blushing of the dead

in a series of very compact paradoxes crabbe emphasizes
the basic paradox that underlies the whole poem he uses
oxymora to underline this new juxtaposition of the opposites
featured in all of george s experiences with rosabella a co-
incidence of opposites focused with sudden and shocking
effect the new older saner george can see and be shocked by
this image of the seeming harmony between beauty and ugli-
ness and the seeming contradictions of laughing in languor
and miserably gay actually underscore the truth that george
must learn to accept he must see that the rosabella of his
dreams and the rosabella of actuality are the same and not
the same crabbe s skill in using paradox to develop the tone
of this section of the poem is a good illustration of his ability
to make technique serve his purposes for the tone reflects his
meaning furthermore the poem does not degenerate in
george s despair into hollow sounding exaggeration or em-
barrassingbarrassing sentimentality george s early romanticism is so
conditioned and controlled by his experiences in the mer-
cantile world that he is able to endure his disillusionment
therefore his tone as he considers his loss and his disappoint-
ment is not wild and hysterical but calm and reasoned the
heroine of romance asks coyly has your heart been

faithful the hero of commerce responds ironically

my faith must childish in your sight appear
who have been faithful to how many dear

but george and rosabella soon confess their early attach-
ment and they begin to talk about a life together for george s

contempt changes to pity when rosabella tells him of the
difficulties and sorrows of her life in fact all reproach and
anger died away and then just for a moment the tone of
the story changes once again in a scene that epitomizes all of
the coincidences of opposites that have developed the tone
crabbe combines that first romantic moment in the meadow
the moment when george first saw and idealized rosabella
with the tawdry atmosphere of the banker s hideaway in a
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purely materialistic setting the purely materialistic rosabella
sings a sweet romantic lyric

my damon was the first to wake
the gentle flame that cannot die

my damon is the last to take
the faithful bosom s softest sigh

the life between isis nothing worth
0 cast it from thy thought away

think of the day that gave it birth
and this its sweet returning day

buried be all that has been done
or say that naught isis done amissamiss

for who the dangerous path can shun
in such bewildering world as this

but love can every fault forgive
or with the tend-ertender look reprove

and now let naught inin memory live
but that we met and that we love

alfred ainger asserts that the story is marred by this
tasteless interpolation of a song which the unhappy girl sings

to her lover 1 but I1 believe that crabbe has simply shown us
that an unrestrained romanticism isis still strong in george and
that george is still willing to surrender to the same kind of
appeal that captured him during his first meeting with rosa-
bella george s early romantic posturing seemed ridiculous
enough but the same weakness is emphasized a thousand times
by his second surrender how pathetically easy it is for rosa-
bella to rekindle george s old passion she speaks to him of
love speaks the old romantic lines with a new voluptuous
intonation and he surrenders he surrenders to the old roman-
tic literary ideal that he substitutes for the real rosabella
significantly enough her romantic voice is aided by the anacr-
eontic verse crabbe chooses for her song nothing else in
the poem illustrates so well crabbe s ironic grasp of man s

romantic penchant for the ideal and the unseen crabbe s

conscious use of technique is emphasized also by this sudden
juxtaposition of a charming romantic lyric with the prosaic
descriptions of materialism in all its evil effects which
precede and follow it two extremes in human nature are
defined by the tone by the end of the poem however a new

alfred ainger crabbe new york 1903 p 176
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and more thoroughly disciplined george will find some new
position some middle ground between the two extremes

for the romantic dream fades ironically and according to
the inevitable pattern of contrasts george s beautiful lady
loves the ugliness in which she lives and rosabella soon con-
fesses that she cannot leave her life of ease and indulgence
for the tedium of a new life with george

soften d I1 said be mine the hand and heart
if with your world you will consent to part
she would she tried alas she did not know
how deeply rooted evil habits grow
she felt the truth upon her spirits press
but wanted ease indulgence show excess

she dies soon after seemingly a victim of the life she has
chosen a vice worn and sin wrecked creature george turns
in his sorrow to a brief idolatry of the materialism that rosa-
bella had adored partly because of his desire to overcome his
grief and partly because of the fascination which materialism
had for her at length however he finds his heart humbled
and his mind cleared and he returns to his native village
where he finds relief and repose

the tale told by the elder brother then shows several
changes in tone changes which communicate the texture of
his experience as well as the development of his character the
mocking irony which follows the introductory section defines
george s early romantic inclinations and the prosaic matter
of fact accounts of the later sections define his experiences
with his uncle and his last meeting with rosabella both are
succeeded in the final section by a tone that shows some kind
of a compromise between the two kinds of life and the two
kinds of characters defined by the following tone

yet much is lost and not yet much isis found
but what remains I1 would believe is sound
that first wild passion that last mean desire
are felt no more but hollerholier hopes require
A mind prepared and steady my reform
has fears like his who suffering in a storm
Is on a rich but unknown country cast
the future fearing while he feels the past
but whose more cheerful mind with hope imbued
sees through receding clouds the rising good
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thus the character of the elder brother is finally defined
by a tone that reflects a compromise between romanticism and
materialism he is finally a chastenedchasteneychastened and understandinunderstandingg hu-
man being and crabbe simply uses the changes in tone to lead
from one attitude and state of mind to another therefore
since the changes in tone correspond to a very definite psycho-
logical structure it is very difficult to believe that crabbe was
not in control of his techniques throughout the poem and that
the reference to clutterbuck and co was not as intentional
as it is effective the elder brother s tale is not a weak
poem marred by lapses in tone it is a strong poem character-
ized and unified by a brilliant handling of tone the clutter-
buck and co excerpt is not an illustration of crabbe s care-
lessness or of a tendency on his part to write prose it is a very
deliberate and successful attempt to fuse his language with his
subject to create the texture and the tone of materialism
with his language furthermore the shifts in tone do not
represent any confusion or incoherence the overallover all or con-
trolling tone of the poem is introduced with the george who
tells the story and it ends with his last words the subdued
emotion with which the poem opens hangs in the air and is
seemingly suspended throughout the entire story the first
wild passion and the last mean desire are properly framed
and evaluated by the sincere emotion that underlies the mock-
ing voice that underlies the matter of fact voice the
chastenedchasteneychastened emotion that george still feels whenever he talks
about rosabella for as he ends highi story he admits that even
with his mature understanding and with his final knowledge
that we must freedom with restraint enjoy whenever he
thinks of his youth he realizes that much is lost and not yet
much is found



the real thing in james s

the real thing
KENNETH BERNARD

henry james s the real thing has long been a standard
anthology piece and several interpretations of it have been
written the interpretation with most currency among readers
is that expressed by clifton fadiman among others namely
that the story demonstrates that art is a transformation
of reality not a mere reflection of the thing itself 1 attempt-
ing to copy a real lady and gentleman the monarchs for his
illustrations of ladies and gentlemen the artist fails trans-
forming two subjects from the lower classes miss churm a
cockney and oronte an italian immigrant he succeeds alt-
hough this reading has been considered superficial 2 I1 think
it is basically sound however it requires an application that
has not been made it has been generally assumed that the
artist is finally successful in his project because he dismisses
the monarchs this is true but his success isis only the measure
of his failure for he has been made aware of the difference
between first and second rate art and the degree to which he
is bound perhaps forever to the latter it is this difference
that is the point of james s story

the artist finally dismisses the monarchs because he finds
them unsuitable for his illustrations however he has been
deeply moved by their plight As his friend and critic hawley
says they did him permanent harm the artist however is
11 content to have paid the price for the memory quite
correctly one critic points out that the artist is content to have
his art suffer because his moral insight has been sharpened

mr bernard is assistant professor of english at long island university
A note on the real thing the short stories of henry james new

york 1945 p 217 see also for example gorham munson the real
thing A parable for fiction university of kansas review XVL 4 sum-
mer 1950 2614261 4 sean ofaolainOFaolain the short story new york 1951 p
182 and seymour lainoff A note on henry james the real thing
modern language notes LXXI 3 march 1956 1923192 3

ariearle labor james the real thing three levels of meaning coll-
ege english XXIII 5feb5 feb 1962 p 376f mr labor s perceptive article in-
cludes a selected bibliography of differing interpretations
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from his painful experience with the monarchs james s nar-
rator emerges with a finer understanding of the human situa-
tion and with a new awareness of what constitutes the real
thing inin human relationships compassion 3 the narrator
has been unfeeling the monarchs have remedied this de-
ficiencyficiency but what of the narrator as artist Is there not also a
new awareness of what constitutes the real thing in art

I1 think there is one in fact leads to the other the mon-
archs are also the artist s means for discovering that he is a
second rate artist in human terms the real thing in the story
is the pathos of the monarchs reduced to such expedients as
hiring out washing teacupsteacups etc their clumsy dignity their
essential innocence their odd misfortune all affect the artist
deeply their unsuitability for his illustrations has little point
what matters is the human situation they are the raw mate-
rial for art they are real the artist however does not per-
haps cannot work with real life he does not for example
work with miss churm or oronte in any real way he makes
them into something artificial and then he paints them there
is no emotional commitment there never has been he suc-
ceeds well enough but what he has done is not to transform
reality into art but to transform artificiality or unreality into
art that is his flaw as an artist the monarchs have intro-
duced him to a more profound feeling they have made him
see the possibility of true art and it is this awareness that
does him permanent harm he cannot go on happily creating
false art once he is aware of what true art might be but he
is glad of knowing the truth however painful his awareness
might even be the beginning of true art

so one can agree with fadiman that the point of the story
is that the artist must transform reality into art but with the
understanding that the protagonist does not do this he fails
in working with the artificial he is transforming unreality into
art and that can be only inferior art but he has been made
aware of the difference the real thing artistically the founda-
tion of true art must be compassion for humanity

ibid p 378



proper names in plays
by chance or design

M C GOLIGHTLY

readers of fictional material are generally subconsciously
impressed with names given to characters in a play or story
by an author without being aware of any underlying motiva-
tion on the part of the author for having given them such
names are ostensibly given through the creative process in an
attempt to produce such symbolic representation of that char-
acter which best expresses a personal estimate or understand-
ing of it insofar as the author is concernedisconcerned this understand-
ing takes place in part in the mind of the reader by his in-
stinctive reaction to the name a process of which he is seldom
aware

it is logical to assume that these names like any other
appellationsappel lations given to any person place or thing are created
from a combinatoin of factors deriving whatever connotations
they may have from the combined total experiences of the
author and of the reader names are likely to be derived from
any background or environmental pattern which may have
stimulated the author at one time or another such patterns
sometimes being intentionally acquired through intellectual
pursuit or accidentally acquired through social activity the
author may not be able to explain how he named a particular
character or even to trace the source of inspiration for use of
any singular type name but we can assume that the inclina-
tion for so recognizing a character even in a nebulous way
at first is an initial factor in establishment of personal iden-
tification for the author

names take on even greater significance when given oral
expression sincesince the word itself is composed of syllables
which have their beginnings in all of the traditional and deri-
vationalvational usages connected with particular phonationsphonations alt-
hough the word meaning or intentional meaning carries the
first impression something new is added when vocal inter-
pretationpretation of a name gives it an audible and inflectional per

mr golightly is instructor in speech at brigham young university
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sonalitysodalitysonality the author and the reader and in the plays the dram-
atist each give a particular and differentiating connotation to
the name according to the individual differences which affect
their interpretation

titles and names of people are a fascinating part of any
written material they intrigue us into exploration and as we
discover facets within their personalities we experience things
with them until finally we have vicarious associations with
them these associations are vitally connected with relation-
ship to names and since names have always shared the essence
of the personalities of the people who bear them we apply
readings into character because of them it is known that
people often receive distorted impressions of a given name be-
cause of their own association with it these distortions may
have been repeated in the giving of nicknames or terms of rela-
tionshiptionship which have long been used in lieu of given names
other than surnames to distinguish certain peoples from others
who bear the same name although such distortion of names
was a common practice during the time of the writing of res
torational plays other technically contributive changes have de-
veloped which have had a profound influence in this respect

changes in intellectual understandings through broader
educational privileges have brought about an equanimity of
social standards among people resulting in psychological free-
dom in bestowing of names this has in turn resulted in a
variety of phonetic impressions being used in this regard
ernest weekley has outlined the major phonetic changes oc-
curring most frequently in the etymology of name giving

aphesis is the loss of the unaccented first syllable as in
barcybacaybaccy and tater it occurs almost regularly in words of
french origin eg squire and esquire prentice and appren-
tice when such double forms exist the surname invariably
assumes the popular form eg prentice squire many
names beginning with n are due to aphesis eg nosbnoshnashnoth for
aftenattenat tenfen ash naldernaiderN dideralderaldef nelms nock artenattenarrenat fenten oak nokes nye
atten ey at the island nangle atten angle nindnmddmd or anendnend
atten indmd or end epenthesis is the insertion of a sound
which facilitates prounuciation such as that of bh inin fr
chambre from lat camera the instrusive sound may be a
vowel or a consonant as in the names henery hendry per-
versionsversions of henry to hendry we owe the northern hender-
son which has often coalesced with anderson from andrew
these are contracted into hensonhenfhens on and anson the latter also
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from ann and agnes epithesis or the addition of a final
consonant is common in uneducated speech eg sc holard
goundgownd garding etc I1 say uneducated but many such
forms have beanbeen adapted by the language eg sound fr sonwn
and we have the name kitchingkjtchmg for kitchen assimila-
tion is the tendency of a sound to imitate its neighbor
thus the d of hud p 3 sometimes becomes t in contact
with the sharp s hence hutson tomkins tends to become
tonkins whence tonkstanks if the m and k are not separated
by the epenthetic p tompkins the same group of
names isis affected by dissimilation ie the instinct to avoid
the recurrence of the same sound thus ranson son of ran
olf or randolfrandoll becomes ransom by dissimilation of one n
and hanson son of han see p 3 becomes hansom
in sansom we have sampson assimilated to sanson and then
dissimilated metathesis or the transposition of sound
chiefly affects I1 and r especially the latter our word cress
is from mid eng kers which appears in karslake toulmin
is for tomlintomim a doubledimdouble dim eline li or tom grundy is for
gundry from anglo sax gundred and joe gargery des
sendedbended from a gregory

since we might assume that cristening namenamess given to their
offspring by parents areate generally given them because of im-
pressionspres sions real or imaginary it might also follow that such im-
pressionspressions may be related to the euphonious associations which
the name bears or through environmental experiences of the
donors with the phonetic factors of the name names also
have been given through a favorable association with trifling
or important incidents or from states of affairs or from fes-
tive occasions or they may be patronymic or matronymic sug-
gesting identity with forbears

such knowledge should have some influence upon the
author as he is a parent of a kind through fostering a
literary child and should be affected by these same factors
as he chooses names for the characters in his play or story the
creative process which goes into the name giving of some
children is only an attributable factor adding lustre to the
otherwise conformativeformativeconfirmativecon method of bestowing proper names
as a result of choosing the most desirable from among a num-
ber of names found to be objectionablenonobjectionablenon the author how-
ever expresses in certain degrees some conscious or subcon-
scious hopes or intimations for those characters in the names

ernest weekley the romance of names london john murray albe-
marle street W 1914 p 33
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he chooses for them without relying upon the direct or per-
sonal reaction of relatives or contradictory factors derived
through ancestral traditions though some exploratory work
has been done occasionally in this area by a few interested
writers an exhaustive study substantiated by literary evidences
could be significantly rewarding one can be certain that a
great number of variable influences would be found through
further research in this direction languages in their systemiza-
tion and colloquialization through usage have advanced their
peculiar accents and phonemes through a repetition of com-
municationmunication respective of individualism or formalism as time
and setting demanded

in the following study of fourteen plays of the restora-
tion period eight comedies four tragedies one heroic drama
and a musical comedy a listing of the names of characters have
been categorized and a few comparisons made which might
indicate what may have influenced the minds of the men who
wrote during that period it should be readily apparent that
there seemed to be- a discrimination on the part of the respec-
tive authors to distinguish certain types by appending mr
mrs lord count and other parts to ordinary names

separate listings have been made to suggest that some prompt-
ing in the author s mind influenced him to attach this other
part to the name rather than to use the single name as in the
other cases mainly to achieve an effect

examples cited in this study should indicate that the be-
stowal of purposeful and stimulating names is either a purely
subjective gesture or an artifactualartifactual and subconscious process in
which all the techniques learned and unlearned are employed
one having a direct relationship to the creative powers of the
author the other having little or none at all names and
authors have been listed on either side of titles so that com-
parisonsparisons and similarities might be noted among separate
works

MEN double names including mr and titles

names of characters title of play author

don alonzo daguilar the conquest of granada john dryden
thomas aimwellarmwell the beaux stratagem george farquhar
mark antony all for love john dryden
duke of arcos the conquest of granada john dryden

francis archer the beaux stratagem george farquhar
king arthur tomtoni thumb henry fielding
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robin of bagshottBagshott the beggars opera john gay
count bellair the beaux stratagem george farquhar
old harry bellair the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
young harry bellair the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
sir john bevil the conscious lovers richard steele

john bevil jr the conscious lovers richard steele
jerry blackacre the plain dealer william wycherly
mahomet boabdelin the conquest of granada john dryden
ben budge the beggars opera john gay
roger bull the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

william catesby janelaneidue shore tragedy nicholas rowe
sir tumbellytunbellyTumbelly clumseychumsey the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

sir charles easy the careless husband colley cibberbibber

old novelty fashion the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
young thomas fashion the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
sir fopling flutter the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
lord foppingtonFoppington the careless husband colley cibberbibber
sir charles freeman the beaux stratagem george farquhar
sir john friendly the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

duke of gloster janelaneidnelsne shore tragedy nicholas rowe
lord grizzle tom thumb henry fielding

lord hastings ianejaneigne shore tragedy nicholas rowe
crook fingered jack the beggars opera john gay

matt of the mint the beggars opera john gay
edward mirabell way of the world william congreve
lord moerloveMoer love the careless husband colley cibberbibber

charles myrtle the conscious lovers richard steele

nimmingdimming ned the beggars opera john gay

major oldfox the plain dealer john gay

harry paddington the beggars opera john gay
lord plausible the plain dealer william Wycwycherlyberiyberlyherly
sergeant ploddenplodded the plain dealer william wycherly

sir richard ratcliffe ianejanelanelsne shore tragedy nicholas rowe
mr sealand the conscious lovers richard steele
mr smirk the plain dealer william wycherly
ghost of gaffer thumb tom thumb henry fielding

tom thumb tom thumb henry fielding
jimmy twitcher the beggars opera john gay

edward worthy the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
anthony witwoud way of the world william congreve

sir wilford witwoud way of the world william congreve

MEN single names

abdalla the conquest of granada john dryden
abdelmelechAbdelmelech the conquest of granadagranada john dryden
abenemarAbenemar the conquest of granada john dryden
alexas all for love john dryden
almanzor the conquest of granada john dryden
antonio all for love john dryden

bagshot the beaux stratagem george farquhar
bayes the rehearsal george villiers
bedamanbedaian venice preserved thomas otway
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beggar the beggars opera john gay
Belbeibellamourbeclamourlamour janelanehanebane shore tragedy nicholas rowe
blunder the plain dealer william wycherly
bonniface the beaux stratagem george farquhar
brabearabe venus preserved thomas otway
brainwellbraunwellBrainwellweilweli venus preserved thomas otway
buttongownButtongown the plain dealer william wycherly

cimbertoncumbertonCimberton the conscious lovers richard steele
cordelio the rehearsal george villiers
coupler the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

nanieldaniel the conscious lovers richard steele
decius cato joseph addison
Doldoidollabelladellabellalabella all for love john dryden
doodledoodie tom thumb henry fielding
dorimantDorimant venus preserved thomas otway
drawcansir the rehearsal george villiers
dumont janelaneidne shore tragedy nicholas rowe
durand venus preserved thomas otway

elioteilot venus preserved thomas otway

fainallfarnall way of the world william congreve
ferdinand the conquest of granada john dryden
filchfllch the beggars opera john gay
foigardforgard the beaux stratagem george farquhar
foodleboodle the beggars opera john gay
freeman the plain dealer william wycherly

gibbet the beaux stratagem george farquhar
gomel the beggars opera john gay

hamet the conquest of granada john drydrydenden
handy the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
harry the rehearsal george villiers
humphrey the conscious lovers richard steele
hounslow the beaux stratagem george farquhar

jaffeirsaffeir venus preserved thomas otway
johnson the rehearsal george villiers
juba cato joseph addison

LaVerole the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
lockett the beggars opera john gay
lory the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
luciusluclus cato joseph addison

macheathmacbeathMacHeath the beggars opera john gay
harcus cato joseph addison
kfedley venus preserved thomas otway
merlin tom thumb henry fielding
vfezzana venus preserved thomas otway
ayrisqyris all for love john dryden

noodlenoodie tom thumb henry fielding
novil the plain dealer william wycherly

ozmynkozmyn the conquest of granada john dryden

peachumbeachum the beggars opera john gay
petulant the plain dealer william wycherly
petulant way of the world william congreve
pierre venus preserved thomas otway
portius cato joseph addison
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prettymanpretty man the rehearsal george villiers
friulipriuli venus preserved thomas otway

quaint the plain dealer william wycherly

retrosretrosebetrosebetrose venus preserved thomas otway
revillidioRevil lidio venus preserved thomas otway0twayatway

scrub the beaux stratagem george farquhar
selin the conquest of granada john dryden
semproniussemploniusSempronius cato joseph addison
serringederringeSerringe the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
serapion all for love john dryden
smith the rehearsal george villiers
spinosa venus preserved thomas otway
splitcauseSplitcause the plain dealer william wycherly
sullen the beaux stratagem george farquhar
syphax cato joseph addison

ternonbernon venus preserved thomas otway
theodore venus preserved thomas otway
tom the conscious lovers richard steele
tugg the plain dealer william wycherly

zulema the conquest of granada john dryden

WOMEN double names including mrs and titles

widow blackacre the plain dealer william wycherly
lady bountiful the beaux stratagem george farquhar

molly brazen the beggars opera john gay

mrs callicoecallicotCalli coe the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
betty doxy the beggars opera john gay
lady easy the careless husband colley gibber
mrs edging the careless husband colley cibberbibber

mrs arabella fainallfarnall way of the world william congreve
diana frapescrapes the beggars opera john gay
lady graveairsGraveairs the careless husband colley cibberbibber

miss hoyden the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh

lucy lockitlocket the beggars opera john gay
mrs marwood way of the world william congreve
mrs millamantMil lamant way of the world william congreve
lady betty modish the careless husband colley cibberbibber

mrs peachumpeachurnbeachumPeachurn the beggars opera john gay
polly Peapeachumpeachurnbeachumchurn the beggars opera john gay

mrs sealand the conscious lovers richard steele
jane shore the jane shore tragedy nicholas rowe

mrs slammekinslammerkinSlammekin the beggars opera john gay
mrs sullen the beaux stratagem george farquhar

suky tawdry the beggars opera john gay
lady townley the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege

dolly trull the beggars opera john gay
mrs vixen the beggars opera john gay

lady woodvillwoodfillWoodvill the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
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WOMEN single names

abigail the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
alicia the jane shore tragedy nicholas rowe
Almahide the conquest of granada john dryden
amanda the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
amaryllis the rehearsal george villiers
aquilina venus preserved thomas otway

belvidera venus preserved thomas otway
bellinda the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
benzaydaBenzayda the conquest of granada john dryden
berintheaberinthiaBerinthea the relapse john vanbrughvandrughVanbrugh
betty the waywa of the world william congreve
busy the man of mode william congreve

charmioncharinionCharinion all for love john dryden
cherry the beaux stratagem george farquhar
cleopatra all for love john dryden
cleora tom thumb henry fielding
cloris the rehearsal george villiers

dollalollaDollalolla tom thumb henry fielding
dorinda the beaux stratagem george farquhar

eliza the plain dealer william wycherly
emilia the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
esperanza the conquest of granada john dryden

fidelia the plain dealer william wycherly
foible the way of the world william congreve

gipsey the beaux stratagem george farquhar

harriet the man of mode george etheregeetherageEthe rege
holymaholema the conquest of granada john dryden

indiana the conscious lovers richard steele
isabella the conscious lovers richard steele
isabella all for love john dryden
iras the conquest of granada john dryden

jenny the beggarsBeggarbeggarsoppopyoisOpopeyaoperaeyaeraeyd john gay

lettice the plain dealer william wycherly
lucia cato joseph addison
lucinda the conscious lovers richard steele
lydarakaLydaraka the conquest of granada john dryden

mincing the way of the world william congreve
mustachamustacheMustacha tom thumb henry fielding

octavia all for love john dryden

parlas the rehearsal george villiers
parthenope the rehearsal george villiers
pert the man of mode george etheregeetherageEtherege
phyllis the conscious lovers richard steele

it should be noticed that there is a frequency of those names
which begin wiwithth the letter B twenty names in the men s

division outnumber the next most frequent those which begin
with A CQ and P numbering sixsix in each names be
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ginning with two plosive sounds two open vowel sounds and
two fricatives might have significant meaning in a technical
study

it is interesting to note that in the 13 classification in
the men s division approximately half of the characters are
humorous inin personality projection and the other half are
romance and background or secondary personages among
these of the women in the B area there is an equalization of
humorous and expositional characterizations

the drama or speech student could wish to know in an
analysis of this kind what effect the sounds of these names
will have upon the speaker and upon the audience it has al-
ready been mentioned that to speak the names and to feel
the sound of them as they are articulated sometimes creates
a different effect than when the names are read silently for
instance the name alicia in the tragedy of lanejanelaueidue shore by
nicholas rowe is a genuine and original sounding name con-
trived by the author for an important secondary character in
a footnote in the written copies of this play in the text by
nettleton and case it is pointed out that there is no historical
warrant for her presence inin the play 2 she contributes little in
the development of the major plot line nor in the exposition
or denouement of the ensuing action we may therefore ven-
ture that the name was chosen because of a whim on the part
of the author which gave him reason to believe it suited the
character in the play

on the other hand she was important enough to the action
not to be innominate or commonly named alicia is euphoni-
cally satisfying and distinctively adequate for its purpose par-
ticularlyticularly because of that quality which makes it unique and for
the use of soft and enjoyable sound syllables employed inin
construction of the name such a name might bear nothing by
way of association for people of this day but perhaps would
have connotations of other names or words which conveyed an
emotional distinction for instance alicia might have for
one reader the same connotative accents which are found in
the word delicious or militia or even vicious accord-
ing to the individual response that response of course would
depend upon the background experience of the reader or

george H nettleton and arthur E case british dramatists from dryden
to sheridan toronto george G harrap & co ltd 1939 p 509
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dramatist and also upon his ability to react imaginatively or
without a great degree of emotion the name itself is com-
posed of three syllables each of them easily articulated the
final syllable has a slightly false tone almost one of indeci-
sion but considered wholly it lacks extreme complication and
has no sudden turn in articulatory directions we trust the
name this is misleading because she proves to be heartless
in the final scene of the tragedy

amanda bellinda benzaydaBenzayda cleora dorinda
emilia fidelia holymaholemaHo lyma lucia lucinda and oc-

tavia all might have similar elements of like qualities in
them although any association with one of these names would
determine the extent of the stimulus which it might have upon
the hearer

mustachamustacheMustacha is another captivating name and here we find
a definite association with its common denominator mous-
tache upon the discovery of its use for a feminine character
the effect is startling this word alliteration must have been
intended by the author for the imagery seems too vivid for us
to dismiss it is possible that the author has given us oppor-
tunity for a preconception of character before we become fur-
ther acquainted with the personality this is perhaps exactly
what the author intended since turnabout is an applicable
technique inin writing comedy

some sounds bear personality connotations these are the
obvious and capricious names used to label characters in a
positive manner occasionally we discover some artful ones
such as mrs callicoecallicotCalli coe miss hoyden which has something of
the hoi polloi in it and is an obviously veiled hoiden which
means inelegant rude bofflbolflboldboid mrs peachumbeachumPeachum sir fopling
flutter john friendly major oldfox and lord plausible

some of the more contrived names which indicate that they
may have been sounded out rather than reconstructed from
traditional sources are the delightful dollalollaDolla lolla lord fop
pingtonhingtonpington sergeant ploddenoddenploddedPl drawcansir and dollabelladellabellaDollabella the
interesting abdelmelechAbdel melech almanzor abenemarAbenemar bellamourbeclamourBel lamour
cordelio hounslow and syphax mrs slammekinslammerkinSlammekin mrs mil
lamant and lady graveairsGraveairs all are so intriguing that they
command our respect and our attention because they sound
intriguing who would not wonder whether a mezzanamazzana or an
azmynarmyn were not priests or priestesses in jewelled costumery
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silently waiting beside a temple while a rose sky blushes around
an enormous moon

there isis a certain relationship between dorimantdorimanderimanDorimantimanit and the
voracious cormorant a greedy rapacious web footed bird of the
pelican family this comparison is made apparent after read-
ing the play and observing the similarities of the two we see
some of that same rapaciousness in dorimantDor imant in the scene
where he is attempting to break relationship with his mistress
mrs loveit he is cruel and outrageous in his use of her

attention should be drawn to the fact that there is a cor-
relation between the nature of the name given and the theme
which is to be developed this is unavoidable since the author
knows what he wishes to say and attempts to develop a theme
through expositional contrasts in dialogue and between char-
acters and the names of the characters come to him as the play
is fashioned names having romantic imagery or curious
musical variations in the syllable construction are seldom used
in the straight sophisticated type of comedy such as the re-
hearsalhearsal by george villiers in the comedy of manners such
as the man of mode by george etheregeetherageEtherege where the satire is
more evident but the names less conspicuous this idea finds
logical support certain names if not handled skillfully would
transpose a play from one category to another creating one
effect where another was desired

A footnote to the beggars opera by john gay appears
on page 534 in british dramatists from drydendry den to sheridan
stating the following

most of the names given to the characters are label names
based largely upon the canting language of the underworld
peachumbeachum to peach is to inform against one s accomplices
probably represents jonathan wild a notorious thieftakerthief taker
of the period who was the head of a band of criminals
some of whom he occasionally betrayed to the police for
pay he had been executed in 1725 for acting as a receiver
of stolen goods macheathmacbeathMacHeath son of the heath alludes to
the fact that the open heathsdeaths surrounding london were the
favorite haunts of the highwaymen who halted and robbed
stage coaches A twitcher is a pickpocket bagshot isis the
name of one of the heathsdeaths lying to the west of london on
the road to winchester and salisbury dimmingnimmingNimming means
stealing paddington and the mint were disreputable districts
of london the latter south of the thames being especially
famous because it preserved until the reign of george I1 the
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characteristics of a medieval sanctuary in which the officers
of the law could not arrest persons for debt A budge isis a
sneak thief trapes and slammekinslammerkinslammekin are synonyms for a
slovenly woman trull and doxy for a prostitute A diver
is a pickpocket the other names are self explanatory 3

although assignment of proper names to characters in a
story or play can be made merely as a response to necessity
having no logical or developmental or sequential motivation
other than that the characters must be called something it fol-
lows that there is still some psychological incentive for a
11 proper or appropriate name authors have been known to
change names of characters from otherwise previously accept-
able ones to those more in keeping with theme and setting or
style as the play matured people sometimes do this with their
own names when they find them no longer fitting possibly for
similar reasons the author being indulgent in his creative
privileges exercises that prerogative in this exciting and amaz-
ing process of giving names to fictional personalities

ibid 534



mormon bibliography
1962

the 1962 mormon bibliography follows the same pattern
that has been established in previous issues of brigham young
university studies it consists of items listed in the 1962
volume v 3 of mormon americana which deal specifically
with mormon subjects mormon americana begun in 1960 is
a cooperative listing of materials concerning the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints and utah for the purpose of
providing contributing libraries both within and out of the
state of utah with a better chance of maintaining bibliograph-
ic control of this area it is not intended as a polished bibliog-
raphy of mormon americana materials but only as a media
wherein material is listed which might be of interest for those
libraries collecting extensively in mormon americana

from this semimonthlysemi monthly the following bibliography is
drawn in it is a cross section of materials written about the
mormon church which would be of interest to scholars of
various academic fields no material from church publications
or official publications of the state of utah are listed due to
the fact that they can be located with very little difficulty

though mormon americana lists material concerning the
westward movement overland journeys and books which have
small sections dealing with the church this bibliography at-
tempts to list only those books and periodical articles which
deal exclusively with mormonism reprints of books which are
already known to scholars have also been omitted

one of the most popular subjects during the year 1962 was
the successful bid of george romney for governor of the
state of michigan this interest is reflected in a great many
articles which have explored not only mr romney s political
and business qualifications but also his church affiliation
none of these articles have been included in the bibliography
due to the fact that it should be treated separately by a scholar
interested in this segment of mr romney s life however they
are listed in mormon americana and are available in the con-
tributing libraries

prepared by the library staff of brigham young university
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higdon barbara joan mcfarlane the role of preaching in the

early latter day saint church 183018461830 1846 phd dissertation
university of missouri available from the university microfilms

hill ivy hooper blood john ensign hill diaries and biographical
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genitorygenitorsgenitors logan 1962
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allied strategy in world war II11

the churchill era 1942 19431945

DE LAMAR JENSEN

one of the disillusioning though awakening shocks which
comes to students of recent history is the discovery after stag-
gering through mountains of patriotic oratory and propagan-
da that the british and american allies in world war II11

were not quite so united in marching ahead together in a
noble brotherhood of arms as is generally supposed the
wartime alliance of the major powers of great britain the
united states and soviet russia was undoubtedly the most
spectacular and effective military team ever thrown together
in modemmodern times but it was neither a simple nor a natural
combination the differences in traditions motives philosophy
organization and resources were enormous and at times ap-
peared insurmountable yet the common threat of nazism
was so great and so immediate that a working coalition or
more correctly several working coalitions eventually brought
an allied victory and an end to one form of totalitarian dic-
tatorshiptatorship

this working alliance among the three principal allies was
not achieved by a single major compromise but by a constantly
shifting set of compromises and adjustments which in the
overall view resulted in british military strategy predominating
in 1942 and 1943 1 followed by russo american strategy in
1944 and 1945 it is the purpose of this and a subsequent
article to critically examine the nature justification and results
of these policies and particularly the factors responsible for
the dramatic shift in strategy which took place late in 1943

dr jensen is associate professor of history at brigham young university
this study is in two parts the second of which will appear in the next

issue of BYU studies in an article entitled tehran the turning point in
allied strategy

or as general wedemeyer more descriptively put it the virtuoso
churchill led the anglo american orchestra although we furnished practically
all of the instruments and most of the musicians general albert C wede-
meyer wedemeyer reports new york henry holt 1958 p 170
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I1

when the military events of 1941 caused britain russia
and the united states to become active military partners in the
war against the axis powers the sharp divergence of their
respective philosophies of warfare soon became apparent the
british and american views in particular reflected two very
distinct traditions of offensive strategy each with impressive
precedents dating back not only to clausewitz and napoleon
but eveneventoto julius caeser and alexander the great

the british belief as might be expected from their world-
wide interests and involvements was that primary attention
should be given to softening up the enemy through indirect
attacks upon supply lines communications and weak spots
before a direct frontal assault should be risked strength
should be distributed according to this view between several
different targets with emphasis being placed upon flexibility
and expediency rather than upon the classical imperatives of
mass and concentration the most outspoken proponent of this
11 peripheral warfare was the prime minister himself winston
churchill 2 although the majority of the chiefs of staff were
generally of the same opinion 3 the disastrous experience of
world war 1I where britain suffered 200000 casualties in a
single day in the attempt to meet the germans headonhead on at the
western front certainly gave support to this view

the american military experience and psychology had been
very different without the worldwide commitments and fre-
quent involvement in military actionltionaltion which the british empire
required the americans attitude toward war was that it
should be fought wholeheartedly and ended quickly this
american conception of all out war or all out peace was foreign
to the british who for centuries had never known either the
US approach meant massing as many men and as much equip-
ment into the battle as fast as possible and striking directly at
the heart of the enemy it required a concentration of effort

see his summary statement on strategy in churchill the world crisis
london thornton butterworth 1923 vol II11 ppap 182818 28 also harvey A de

weerd churchill lloyd george clemenceau the emergence of the civilian
in edward mead earle ed makers of modern strategy military thought
from machiavelli to hitler princeton princeton university press 1944 ppap
287305287 305

see arthur bryant s the turn of the tide garden city doubleday
1957 and victory in the west 1959 based on the diaries of field marshall
lord alanbrookeAlanbrooke chief of the imperial general staff passim
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and the adheranceadherenceadherance to a specific well prepared plan this
philosophy affirms that the total manpower loss will be less
than in a drawn out peripheral war and that the conflict will be
considerably shortened the american strategy was closely
akin to that of germany and the russian too was related to
it in many respects as we shall subsequently see

these were the opposing views which after december 7

1941 had to be reconciled into a working coalition 4 prior to
the american entry into the war the military staffs of both
countries had exchanged enough information and advice to be
rather fully aware of the obstacles ahead yet they had also
reached substantial agreements as to the overall grand strategy
and priority of theater operations 5 both countries agreed that
hitler was the greatest immediate threat and that the safety
of both atlantic communities depended upon his defeat when
the japanese struck at pearl harbor churchill was fearful that
the american reaction might be to turn full attention to the
pacific and leave britain to face the european fortress alone
it was this fear coupled with the apparent doom of russia
and the practical need to formulate concrete immediate plans
that sent mr churchill speeding to the united states seven
days after pearl harbor

II11

the arcadia Cconferenceonference 22 dec 1941141941 14 jan 1942 as
the first full scale wartime meeting of the two powers was
called 6 made some general decisions involving the overall
conduct of the war such as the reaffirmation of the priority

A very fair and moderate description of the conflicting anglo american
strategy in world war 11II can be seen in hastings lionel ismay the memoirs
of general lord ismay new york the viking press 1960 ppap 24852248 52
et passim

see in particular mark skinner watson chief of staff prewar plans and
preparations united states army in world war II11 the war department
vol I1 washington DC historical division department of the army 1950
ppap 367410367 410 maurice matloff and edwedwinn M snell strategic planning for
coalition warfare 1941421941 42 united states army in world war II11 the war
department vol illIII111lillii washington DC office of the chief of military hist-
ory department of the army 1953 ppap 326232 62 and louis morton ger-
many first the basic concept of allied strategy in world war II11 in kent
roberts greenfield ed command decisions washington DC office of
the chief of military history department of the army 1960 ppap 114711 47

see ray S cline washington command post the operation division
in united states army in world war II11 the war department vol 11II

washington DC office of the chief of military history department of
the army 1951 ppap 878987 89 and matloff and snell strategic planning ppap
9711997 119
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of the european theater 7 the creation of a unified command 8

and the agreement that allied troops should launch some sort
of major offensive against germany in 1942 beyond that
agreement was much more difficult to reach when the two
staffs moved from the realm of general pronouncements into
the arena of specific plans of operation their differences
quickly came into focus first the british presented their plan
of operation which included a naval blockade of europe
strategic bombing of key cities and industries and strengthen-
ing the ring around germany by sustaining the russian
front by arming and supporting turkey by increasing our
strength in the middle east and by gaining possession of the
whole north african coast this was all to be followed by
limited moves on the european continent itself in 1943 pre-
ferably from the mediterranean into southern europe or from
turkey into the balkans and finally with its success guaran-
teed an invasion of germany 9

for their part the american chiefs of staff could not
accept the british plan and cautiously advanced their own
belief that as soon as possible we mustsmust come to grips with the
enemy ground forces

they agreed reports morison that a tight blockade
must be maintained and that the sea lanes must be kept open

but nobody could figure out how a successionsuccession of hit
and run raids around the ring of hitler s festingfestungfesiung europe

this was only reluctantly accepted by admiral king the newly appointed
commander in chief united states fleet who three months later also became
chief of naval operations and most of the naval staff who especially after
the humiliation of pearl harbor were less than enthusiastic about maintaining
only a holding action against japan until germany had been defeated see
ernest J king fleet admiral king A naval record new york W W nort-
on 1952 ppap 36064360 64 and robert E sherwood roosevelt and hopkins an
intimate history rev ed new york harper 1950 ppap 44546445 46 and cf will-
iam hardy mcneill america britain and russia their operationcooperationco and
conflict 1941461941 46 vol illIII111liililili of survey of international affairs 1939461939 46 ed by
arnold toynbee london and new york royal institute of international aff-
airs by oxford university press 1953 p 93 ff

thishis was a move considered vital by general marshall but which re-
ceived stiff opposition and considerable modification before it was accepted
cf sherwood roosevelt and hopkins ppap 45557455 57 george C marshall the
winning of the war in europe and the pacific biennial report of the chief
of staff of the united states army july 1 1943 to june 30 1945 to the secre-
tary of war hereafter cited biennial report new york war department
by simon and schuster 1945 p 8 and henry L stimson and mcgeorge
bundy on active service in peace and war new york harper 1947 ppap
41315413 15

memo br csofsosofs amer csofsosofs 22 dec 41 sub ABC 337 ARCADIA
24 dec 41 2 as detailed in matloff and snell strategic planning p 101
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could bring victory any nearer to us this seemed a strategy
of weakness something to be done to keep your spirits up
when you could do nothing better the american idea was to
begin immediate planning and preparing for a massive as-
sault aimed at the heart of germany this incidentally had
been the american strategy in world war 1I at a time when
many british leaders preferred to get at germany by some

back door 11

from churchill s point of view the first major joint anglo
american operation should be the invasion and occupation of
french north africa general marshall and his aides were
emphatically opposed to such an obvious diversion of their
forces away from what they considered the primary goal
the assault on hitler s europe 11 but since no american count
er plan had as yet been prepared marshall was happy to have
the conference adjourn without making any more binding
commitment than the agreement that a north african opera-
tion would be studied logistically

for the next two years anglo american relations were
dominated by the issue of a mediterranean vs a european
concentration of allied power during which time the prime
minister succeeded through diplomacy cajolery and ulti-
matum in making his strategy prevail 12 in februaryintebruary and

samuel eliot morison strategy and compromise boston little brown
1958 p 24

general arnold was among the american opponents of churchillechurchillsChurchills
african strategy the way to win the war he insisted is to hit germany
where it hurts most where she is the strongest right across the channel
H H arnold global mission new york harper 1949 p 303 secretary of
war stimson and others were equally strong in their opposition to the british
plan see stimson s confidential letter to the president 27 march 1942 in on
active service ppap 41718417 18

12churchill s ability to put teeth into his convictions soon became well
known to the americans who negotiated with him when marshall king and
hopkins flew to london in july they informally talked with some of the
british general staff before calling upon churchill at chequers and reaped
as a result the now notorious tongue lashing described by captain butcher in
the following words the PM prime minister had raised holy hell with
harry because the precise protocol of calling upon the prime minister first had
for some reason not been followed the PM had declared in most vigorous
language as he strode up and down the room at chequers that he was the
man to see first that he was the man america should deal with and that the
british army navy staffs were under his command and to emphasize his
authority he read from a british book of war laws and as he read each
page tore it from the book and threw it on the floor harry C butcher my
three years with eisenhowereisenElsen hower the personal diary of captain harry C
butcher USNR naval aid to general eisenhowerelfenElsen dowerhower 194219451942 1945 new york
simon & schuster 1946 ppap 242524 25 hopkins described the event this way
the prime minister threw the british constitution at me with some vehemence

winston is his old self and full of battle sherwood mooKoogoolooseveltkooseveltgooseveltteveltseveltteveit and hop-
kin

hopk-
ins s p 607
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march general marshall and the american joint chiefs of
staff completed with the war plans division after march
changed to the operations division and headed by general
eisenhowerElseneisenhower their plan of attack against germany briefly
this marshall memorandum as the operational plan was popu-
larly called proposed a rapid and concentrated buildupbuild up of men
and materiel in england operation BOLERO for the pur-
pose of a full scale cross channel invasion in the spring of
1943 operation ROUNDUP this was to be supplemented
by a previous probing attack in western france in september
1942 operation sledgehammer involving american as
well as british troops by this plan the allies would be able to
strike at the heart of germany much sooner and more effec-
tively than if they followed churchill s north african ap-
proach to europe via the rugged mountains of either italy or
the balkans 13 president roosevelt was generally in agreement
with the philosophy of his military advisers but for some
months there were also vigorous claims made by various groups
and individuals for alternative operations the most persistent
on the american side being for the pacific theater by may
however the president was convinced that the marshall strate-
gy was the one to pursue yet above all he insisted american
forces must engage the german enemy in europe before the
year ended 1 I regard it as essential he affirmed in a strongly
worded statement to his advisers that active operations be
conducted in 1942 14 by then the WehrVehrwebrwehrmachtvehrmachtmacht had launched its
spring offensive on the russian front and it was not at all
certain that it could be stopped stalin was desperately calling
for a second front in europe

in the meantime hopes for coordinating the american
strategy with the british were growing slimmer early in april

marshall biennial report report on the army 1 july 1941301941 30 june
1943 washington DC infantry journal 1943 ppap 11420114 20 dwight D
eisenhower crusade in europe garden city doubleday 1948 ppap 424742 47
marshall memorandum 2 april 1942 operations in western europe exec 1

OPD files dept of the army the operational designations were not given to
the american plan until later the memorandum marshall presented to churchill
contained the essence of these three operations without their code names
see churchill the hinge of fate vol IV of the second world watwariffarwur boston
houghton mifflin 1950 ppap 31416314 16 also wedemeyer reportsRep oitsolts ppap 979897 98
13238132 38 stimson on active service ppap 41620416 20 and from the opposite point
of view field marshall sir alan brooke in bryant turn of the tide ppap
27780277 80

memo FDR for SW cofscoas arnold SN king and hopkins 6 may
42 WDCSA 31 SS as quoted in matloff and snell strategic planning ppap
22122221 22
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general marshall accompanied by wedemeyer and chaney
and the president s chief civilian aide harry hopkins travelled
to london to present the american plan to the prime minister
and his chiefs of staff 1I recall vividly general Wederwedemeyerneyer
later reported this initial joust with the british concerning
definitive plans for a cross channel operation for it was the
forerunner of many discussions with the americans always
keeping uppermost in mind the basic idea of concentrating and
making a decisive effort against the heartland of the enemy
the british on the other hand kept returning to a concept of
scatterization or periphery pecking with a view to wearing
down the enemy weakening him to a point which would per-
mit almost unimpeded or undisputed invasion of fortress
europe by our forces 15 the mission eventually seemed to be
a success though ending in a tentative british acceptance of
the marshall memorandum yet skeptical of the means to carry
it out 16

but the appearance of solidarity behind the BOLERO
ROUNDUP plan was shortlivedshortlived when general eisenhowerElseneisenhower
formerly chief of the US operations division and now com-
mander of the european theater of operations arrived in
britain in june he found that little if anything had been done
there to expedite the cross channel assault 17 and learned fur-
thermorethermore that numerous other operations such as a pas de
calais crossing or a norway invasion were being considered
instead soon lord louis mountbattenMountbatten chief of combined
operations was on his way to washington to soften up the
american president and the joint chiefs of staff for the forth-
coming announcement by churchill that operation sledge-
hammer at least would have to be abandoned

the sudden activity of general rommel in northeast
africa made consideration of a joint mediterranean offensive
imperative in mid june churchill himself arrived at hyde
park to discuss with the president the advantages ofaof a north
african operation in 1942 which came to be known as

wedemeyer reports p 105 As marshall s planner wedemeyer re-
lates and as a personal believer in the principle of going for the enemy s
jugular vein I1 was continually called upon to challenge british periphery
pecking concepts of strategy ibid 132 cf marshall winning of the war
in europe and the pacific biennial reports 1943451943 45 p 8

ikid161igibisibidbid 119 sherwood roosevelt and hopkins ppap 63438634 38
eiseneisenhowerElsen hower crusade ppap 53453 4 trumbull higgins winston churchill

and the second front new york oxford university press 1957 p 136
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TORCH churchill the master diplomat was at his best as
he expounded the merits and urgency of the operation 18 the
inadequacy of landing craft especially he insisted although
there were many additional drawbacks in effect eliminated
any possibility of a cross channel attack in 1942 knowing how
strongly roosevelt felt about launching a major operation
somewhere before the year had ended and preferably before
the general election in november churchill played persuasive-
ly upon the mediterranean theme the fall of tobrukbobruk to rom-
mel on 21 june could scarcely have been better timed to give
validity and urgency to the prime minister s words if it had
been planned by the combined chiefs themselves

the next few weeks were crucial as proposals and counter
proposals filled the air on both sides of the atlantic 19 in the
end a combination of roosevelt s anxiety to place american
forces in action against germany in 1942 and churchill s

vigorous championing of operation TORCH carried the day
roosevelt s capitulation to churchill is anticipated in his in-
formal instructions of july 15 to general marshall prior to the
latter s departure for london

even though we must reluctantly agree to no sledge-
hammer in 1942 1I still think we should press forward
vigorously for the 1943 enterprise I1 see nothing in the mes-
sage from england to indicate any lukewarmnessluke warmness on their
part for the 1943 enterprise I1 am somewhat disturbed about
this readiness to give up 1942 will they also give up 1943

but my mainmalnmainmaln point is that I1 do not believe we can wait
until 1943 to strike at germany if we cannot strike at
sledgehammer then we must take the second best
and that is not the pacific there we are conducting a suc

on the military conclusions of this meeting see churchill the hinge
of fate ppap 38384383 84 and king A naval recoidecoirecord4 ppap 39596395 96 the best defense
of the american plan was presented in a brief to the president by secretary of
war stimson on 19 june see stimson on active service ppap 42023420 23

see some of churchchurchill11 s communications to the president in churchill
the hinge of fate ppap 43441434 41 according to stimson general marshall was
so upset at the reopening of discussions that for a time at least he almost
favored shifting american priority to the pacific 1I found marshall very stirred
up and emphatic over it he is very naturally tired of these constant decisions
which do not stay made this is the third time this question will have been
brought up by the persistent british and he proposed a showdown which I1
cordially endorsed As the british won t go through with what they agreed to
we will turn our backs on them and take up the war with japan diary entry
of 10 july 1942 stimson on active service p 424 stimson subsequently
explains that neither of them really intended to do this it was rather their
feelings about what ought to be done to bluff the english into agreement with
BOLERO cf marshall biennial reports 194319451943 1945 p 9
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cessful holding war troops and airair alone will not be decisive
at once it requires the increasing strength of our navy
which takes time

if sledgehammer cannot be launched then I1 wish
a determination made while you are in london as to a speci-
fic and definite theatre where our ground and sea forces
can operate against the german ground forces in 1942 the
theatrestheartrestheatres to be considered are north africa and the middle
east 20

by the end of july sledgehammer had been scrapped
in favor of a north african campaign and although he con-
soled the americans that ROUNDUP would not be affected
churchill knew very well that any full scale operation in north
africa would delay a cross channel invasion at least six months
and perhaps much longer the prime minister was right As
the commitment of men and equipment to the mediterranean
theater increased during the next year BOLERO and ROUND-
UP were both sacrificed on the north african altar

meanwhile russia was stepping up her appeals for the
opening of a second front in western europe and by late
spring had been given some reason to believe that it was forth-
coming in the course of conversations with mr V M molotov
in washington at the end of may and beginning of june full
understanding was reached with regard to the urgent tasks of
creating a second front in europe in 1942 according to the
official US announcement 21 churchill partially countermand-
ed this assurance a few days later however when molotov
stopped at london on his return to russia 22 but still breaking
the news to stalin now particularly after the recent conclusion
of an alliance treaty between the soviet union and great
britain would not be an easy task

early in august churchill flew to moscow to present the

pfrom2fromfrom verbatim notes of the conversation taken down by harry hopkins
sherwood roosevelt and hopkins p 602 on the marshalmarshaimarshall I king hopkins
talks in london see ibid ppap 60212602 12 king A naval record ppap 399409399 409
butcher my three years ppap 253325 33 and from the opposite side churchill
the hinge of fate ppap 44148441 48 and bryant turn of the tide ppap 34147341 47

department of state foreign relations of the united states diplomatic
papers 1942 washington DC government printing office 1961 vol
11II ppap 55961559 61 56970569 70 57577575 77 and 58283582 83 hereafter cited dialdipl papers 194211942
and particularly the white house press release of 11 june ppap 59394593 94
cf also arthur bryant the turn of the tide p 314

22 churchill the hinge of fate ppap 34142341 42 cf sir llewellyn woodward
british foreign policy in the second world war london HMSO 1962
P 197
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new strategic plan to the russian ruler and his military staff
stalin s reception of the newsnew was somewhat less than cordial
for two days the two were locked in heated debate as stalin
accused the prime minister of renegingrenewingreneging on the anglo american
promise to open a second front in europe in 1942 23 churchill
denied that he had made any such promise and stalin counter-
ed that the british army was afraid to engage the enemy 24 in
the end it seemed that the now notorious churchillian sales-
manship had won out in spite of continued skepticism on the
part of the russian military heads stalin appeared satisfied
with the possibilities of the new alternative in north africa 2

and at a farewell banquetbanqubanauet in churchill s honor the premier
himself was reported to have been enthusiastically summariz-
ing the advantages of the plan to his subordinates wendell
wilkie cancelled out some of churchill s success however by
informing stalin during wilkie s visit to moscow in septem-
ber 1942 that the united states was in favor of a second
front but great britain was not 26 and in an izvestia press
interview published 27 september wilkie further emphasized
the basic american soviet agreement by saying 1 I asked my-
self what can be the most effective method of winning our
war by helping our heroic russian ally there was only one
answer for me to establish together with great britain a real
second front in europe and within the shortest time our mili-
tary leaders will approve perhaps the american public will
have to prod them a little 112727

III111iliill
for the next fifteen months the british stategystately continued to

prevail in spite of renewed russian demands for a legitimate
second front and increasing american impatience and despair
over the diversion of so large a quantity of men and equipment
away from what they still held to be their primary objective
according to estimates following the north african landings
in november the german and italian forces were to be elimialimi

aldedideaide memoire from stalin to churchill and harriman dial papers
1942 p 621

harriman to roosevelt 14 august 1942 ibid also churchill hinge of
farefaie ppap 47880478 80 cf churchill s report of the meeting to general clark in
mark clark calculated risk new york harper 1950 ppap 484948 49

churchill hinge of fate ppap 48183481 83

dialdipl papers 1942 p 639
ibid p 647
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natedbated from north africa inside of two months 28 these hopes
soon proved to be too sanguine but while they were still held
the chiefs of the two allied powers met again to determine
the next step in closing the ring

the casablanca conference 142514 25 january 1943 was an-
other churchillian victory in its decision to keep the committed
troops in the mediterranean now that they were there until
further favorable action could be carried out 29 churchill s

greatest fear in december had been that with the cancellation
of sledgehammer and the indefinite postponement of
BOLERO and ROUNDUP the united states might elect to
alter its original strategy and decide instead to concentrate on
japan in the pacific until britain had finished with its playing
around in the mediterranean he therefore assured roosevelt
marshall and eisenhowerElseneisenhower that the cross channel invasion had
not been cancelled and that the arms buildupbuild up in england
would continue at top speed but in the meantime he reasoned
the mediterranean forces ought not be allowed to sit idle
they should be used in an invasion of sicily since the allied
occupation of that island would be of inestimable value to their
cause 30 roosevelt hoped for the negotiating help of the russ-

ians at casablanca and particularly of stalin himself who the
president knew would also oppose any further delay of the
actual european second front 31 churchill emphatically op-
posed the idea of a big three conference but was saved the
embarrassment of a riff with roosevelt by stalin s refusal to
attend the meeting 32

churchill s victory at casablanca was almost complete it
now seems obvious that he never intended to return any of the
mediterranean troops to england for a cross channel assault

william D leahy I1 was there the personal story of the chief of
staff to preslPresipresidentssentydentYsenry roosevelt and truman based on his notes and diaries
made at the time new york & london whittlesey house 1950 p 166
sherwood roose and hop p 654

see especially the diary entries of sir alan brooke in bryant turn of the
tide ppap 43959439 59 and churchill hinge of fate ppap 67495674 95

ibid ppap 69293692 93
roosevelt to stalin 2 december 1942 transmitted by ambassador har-

derson dialdipl papers 1942 ppap 66566665 66 cf USSR ministry of foreign aff-
airs correspondence between the chairman of the council of ministers of
the USSR and the presidents of the USA and the prime ministers of
great britain during the great patriotic war of 1941451941 45 moscow foreign
languages publishing house 1957 vol II11 p 42 hereafter cited USSR
correspondence

stalin s negative reply to roosevelt s invitation was delivered by molotov
the following day ibid p 43 and dialdipl papers 1942 p666
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but such a disclosure at the time would surely have caused the
americans to withdraw their forces as soon as the campaign
then raging in tunisia was finished instead the prime minis-
ter proposed only the invasion and occupation of sicily saying
nothing of italy itself until may when planning for the
sicilian operation was nearing completion and even then he
said nothing of a continued operation into northern italy 33

the only significant concession to american demands was his
agreement to begin a series of offensives in the south pacific
and in burma against the japanese 34

stalin received the news of the decisions at casablanca
with grave misgivings and disappointment as he again ap-
pealed to both churchill and roosevelt for an immediate sec-
ond front 35 on march 15 stalin wrote to churchill

it appears from your communication that anglo american
operations in north africa are not being hastened but are
in fact being postponed till the end of april mean-
while germany has succeeded in moving from the west
36 divisions including six armoured ones to be used against
soviet troops I1 still regard the opening of a second
front in france as the important thing I1 have studied the
arguments you set out inin paragraphs 8 9 and 10 as indica-
tive of the difficulties of anglo american operations in
europe I1 grant the difficulties nevertheless I1 think I1 must
give a most emphatic warning in the interest of our common
cause of the grave danger with which further delay in open-
ing a second front in france is fraught for this reason the
vagueness of your statements about contemplated anglo
american offensive across the channel causes apprehension
which I1 cannot conceal from you 36

but now the western allies were becoming seriously concerned
over the tunisian campaign which in the final phase had be-
come unexpectedly difficult another five months were still
to pass before it would be successfully concluded

eiseneisenhowerElsen hower crusade p 167 marshall biennial report 194319451943 1945 ppap
9119 11

31ismaysmay memoirs p 287 the deployment of US troops in the spring
of 1943 vividly indicates the degree to which churchillschurchilleChurchills strategy still
prevailed at that date whereas TORCH originally called for 185000 US
soldiers in north africa there were by then 295000 engaged there while at
the same time instead of the 250000 americans called for in britain there
were only 70000 wedemeyer reports ppap 21213212 13

USSR correspondence vol 1I ppap 949694 96
ibid 105106105 106 cf stalin s letters of 16 february and 16 march to mr

roosevelt ibid vol II11 ppap 555655 56 585958 59
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in the middle of may 1943 churchill again met with roose-
velt in washington at the important trident conference for
the purpose of working out strategy for the summer and ffallfailfaliallailali
particularly involving the north african forces the essence
of churchill s proposals were 1 1 the formal cancellation of
operation ROUNDUP on the grounds of insufficient anglo
american strength in england and lack of landing craft as
well as the late date 2 the immediate invasion of southern
italy with the north african troops as soon as the sicilian
campaign was completed 3 and finally the attempt to bring
turkey into the mediterranean war on the side of the allies 37

churchill however reluctantly agreed to begin preparations
for a new cross channel offensive in the spring of 1944 or later
operation OVERLORD 38 but insisted on the boldly de-

clared assumption that italy could be knocked out of the war
by the end of summer that for the immediate future the
mediterranean remained the principal objective 39 sir alan
brooke probably expressed churchill s sentiments when he told
eisenhowerElseneisenhower that he would prefer eliminating the cross channel
project entirely 40

before the sicilian venture was completed churchill had
succeeded by the astute use of pressures and appeals to the
mediterranean commanders in winning tacit acceptance of his

churchill the hinge of fate ppap 784811784 811 et passim esp ppap 80811808 11
marshall biennial report 1943451943 45 ppap 101110 11 and ismay memoirs ppap
29698296 98 also cf brooke in bryant turn of the tide ppap 50216502 16 with wede-
meyer wedemeyer reports ppap 2283422854228 5434 and eisenhower crusade ppap 16667166 67

lilt general sir frederick morgan was put in charge of planning the opera-
tion see morgan overture to overlord garden city doubleday 1950
also leahy I1 was there ppap 15862158 62 and gordon A harrison cross channel
attack in united states army in world war II11 the european theatre of
operations vol 11II washington DC office of the chief of military hist-
ory department of the army 1951 ppap 468246 82 this had actually been de-
cided upon at casablanca but progress was still slow by july the outline plan
was ready for presentation to the combined chiefs and in august it was ap-
proved at the quebec conference detailed tactical planning was initiated
eisenhowerselsenhowersElsenEisen howers own story of the war new york arco publishing co 1946
p 1

39 churchill made enough trouble at this conference that his own chief of
the imperial general staff became rather exasperated and winston wrote
brooke in his diary thinks one thing at one moment and another the next mo-
ment at times the war may be won by bombing at others our main effort
must be in the mediterranean directed against italy or the balkans alternately
with sporadic desires to invade norway and roll up the map in the opposite
direction hitler did but more often than all he wants to carry out all opera-
tions simultaneously irrespective of shortage of shipping there are times
when he drinarnesdrneses me to desperation bryant turn of the tide p 513

eisenhower crusadeCrus cde p 167
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plan to invade southern italy and move rapidly up the penin-
sula to rome the inference then was that after the fall of
italy the mediterranean forces could be redeployeddeployedre to assist in
the invasion of france this was in harmony with general
marshall s determination to avoid the creation in italy of a
vacuum into which the resources of the cross channel operation
would be dissipated 41 it soon became apparent however that
the prime minister had no intention of removing the men
from the mediterranean but planned instead to use them in
an invasion of the balkans through yugoslavia the culmina-
tion of his cherished soft underbelly approach to europe 42

thus through the summer and fall of 1943 churchill s

mediterranean strategy was continued though not without
strong opposition from american planners and commanders
who could see by the time of the next major conference of the
allies at quebec quadrant conference in august the very
real possibility of a cancellation or postponement of the spring
1944 cross channel offensive 43 operation OVERLORD was
given first priority over future mediterranean projects at the
quadrant conference 44 but with the slowing progress in italy
after the initial landings marshall feared that churchill would
use this situation to further delay OVERLORD therefore the
american planners became more adamant in their insistence
that more troops be released from italy to take part in the in-
vasion of france it was also decided by roosevelt and
churchill that the entire croscross channel operation should be
commanded by an american general rather than a british 45

marshall biennial report 1943451943 45 p 11

wedemeyer reports ppap 22834228 34 cordell hull the memoirs of cordell
hull new york macmillan 1948 vol 11II p 1231 ralph ingersoll asserts
that the decision to continue northward up the italian boot was made solely
by churchill without consultation or conference ingersoll top secret new
york harcourt brace 1946 p 61

eisenhowerElseneisenhower crusade p 168 wedemeyer reports ppap 23543235 43

ismay memoirs p 310 harrison cross channel attack ppap 8310083 100
john ehrman grand strategy vol V august 1943 september 1944 history
of the second world war united kingdom military series ed by J R M
butler london HMSO 1956 ppap 8108 10

stimson on active service in reference to the british attitude toward
the second front stimson reported to the president though they have ren-
dered lip service to the operation their hearts are not in it and it will re-
quire more independence more faith and more vigor than it isis reasonable to
expect we can find in any british commander to overcome the natural diffi-
culties of such an operation carried on in such an atmosphere of his govern-
ment p 436
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during september and at the moscow conference of foreign
ministers in october 46 churchill put up further arguments in
favor of an extended operation in italy north of rome which
was still much further away from grasp than even the most
pessimistic hadbad anticipated and the possible use of these same
troops across the adriatic 47 the deadlock over this point of
mediterranean vs european strategy was still unbroken when
the three heads of state met together at tehran on november
27 1943 for their first and most crucial conference

see department of state bulletin vol IX no 226 23 october 1943
p 271 no 228 6 november ppap 30711307 11 no 229 13 november p 319
and esp no 230 20 november ppap 34145341 45

churchill closing the ring ppap 28499284 99 hull memoirs vol 11II ppap
1274911274 91 general john R deane the strange alliance new york viking
press 1947 ppap 132613 26 herbert feis churchill roosevelt stalin the war
they waged the peace they sought princeton princeton university press
1957 ppap 22334223 34 and especially ehrman grand strategy ppap 5312153 121
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